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New Pfauter 3-, ~ and 5~axis CNC gear shaping machines, put greatly improved penonn~ce
in a compact, self~ntained and economicalpackage•...the perfect fit for today's
gear manufacturing, operations.

Higb machine efficiency and utilization rates
Vast.lmprovemenss in throug~put

_ Gready increased cutter life _ Superior gear quaUty, surface finisbes f!f Fast ROI.
Then factor in American Pfauter's unsurpassed support capability ...design teams ...application expertise ....

the indu try' rna t advanced and productive shaper cutters ...aU available from a single-source
conveniently located in Rockford. Illinois. -

But why not see jor yourself?
Qill,(SlS) 282--3000for more
infonnation or to schedule
a visit to our facility.

C(msider these outstandiJ1cjeaJures:
Gil FANUC CNCcontrols and
digita1l servo' ,drive systems.
completely eliminating change gears

_ SmaR-footprint design:
Only 4.8 sq. meters of floor space required

IifFive machine sizes .and configurntions
to cboose from:
3-.4- and 5-ws models; up to 2.0" pitch
diameter; models available with CNC
controlled cutter slide

~ Quick change 'tooUing
I](Righ continuous stroking rates, with

hydrostatic guide and spindle bushing design
r!fAll maintenanee points accessible

without interference
All told, you g,et:

~AII1 -:IIUIl IIPJAIJIII
Llfruted Palfnersht/l

1351Windsor Road Phone: 815·282-3000
Loves Pari<,IL 61132-2698 U.S.A.. Telefax: 815-282-3075
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More customers aroulld
the world aretuming to
PMCf to "reel their.l1wst
dellWuliJlg SllllpfT Cutter
needs. Here's why:
Ul're imwvaJors. PMCT hasn't
stood pat on conventional shaper cur-
ter technology. New approaches,
designs, and materials arc in constant
development. And our unique
Jsoform grinding process gives our
shaper cutters the longest effective
too I length available. Our cutters

average 25% lower cost per thou-
sandth of usable tool life as a result.
Pirst ill customer support. PMCf is
rmed No.1 in 'cuslumer support' by
leading automotive, trucking, and
other indusry OEMs. They've found
that only PMCf hill; the design teams,
applications expertise. and modem
manufacturing technology to ensure
on-time delivery of a qualified pnxJuct.
Product quality is assured throughout
manufacturing with SPC. and
advanced inspection equipment.
Here 10 stay. PMCf is in for the long

haul Just look at the investment
we've made in modern
facilities, new equip-
ment andpeople-
all committed to pID-
ducing the best gear
tools in the world.
But don't take our
word tor it Just call
(815) 877..s900 and
ask for the sales and
service support team
myourarea.
Then put us to work!

FREE
Circle Reader
ServIc:e Card

Number

1351 Windsor Road, P.o. Box 2950, Loves Park, IL 67132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-877-8900 • FAX 815·877-0264
CIRCLE A·2 on READER REPLY CARD



GMI-KANZAKI
For Maximum

HAS OPTIONS
Profitability

MI-Kanzaki delivers everything you

expect from a world class gear finishing

That's why machine producer. They deliver

GMI-Kanzaki is outstanding design and rugged

the premier construction for consistent high quality

choice when production and longer tool life. They

making crucial deliver superior technical support to

deCisions about ensure minimal set up and peak

gear'linishing performance. They also deliver

eqUipment. something you don't take for granted ...

leading edge technology.

In addition, this sophisticated equip-

ment offers optimal performance and

accuracy, resulting in increased shop

profitability .

When your success is dependent upon

your choice of major equipment, settle for

nothingl less than GMI-Kanzaki. With

GMI-Kanzaki, gear finishing equipment is

one thing you won't have to spend

precious time managing. Their leading

,edge technology puts you out in front. ..

and keeps you there!

An example of tfJis leading edge tschnology
is the deburrlng option for all Kanzakj gear
shavin(} machines. IncorporatJng this
enhancement, the shaving machine does the
work of two machines in onll~ thereby Sdving
floor S{XICB and simplifying automation._..,...,........ 'Ii., ' '"

• _ • '. i!Ii.. , .
'0 . I ',"• 'II! ~.....e-

:See us at
AGMA Show
Booth .4D1

----------- - -- - -

GMJ-Kanzaki gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a wluld economy.
- ----- ------

GMI-KANZAKI
6708 Ivan dale Rd.
P.O. Box 31 03B
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (21'6) 642-0230' FAX (216) 642-0231

CIRCLE A-4 011 READER REPLY CARD
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.At tfle C'utHng ,f,d'ge!



Cover photo courtesy of Winfr~d
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i .*" western collectables *

!lCll'ml'.' lI: SUJ.IJ

bridles * buckles * horsehair

bits * boob * belts * bolos

chaps * spurs * saddles

APIIllUSAtS

9929 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034

(310) 202·9010 BJ APPOImlRNT
r!I(310) 202·I:J~O
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"Come see us at AGMA Gear EXpo, Booth 1501."
IEMO Hano,ver. Booth D-1..Hall 5.
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you're ,faced with a gea -making
'there's only one' nu --ber to

1(3113)1 429-7225

Mak~ng
the perfect
gear In the
shortest in-
process time is
a lot harder than
it sounds.

And it's harder when
gear hobbing and shaping
machtnes, bevel gear cutting.
lappmg and hardening machines, gear
grtnding machines and testers come from differ-
ent sources.

So. we decided to make it simpler for gear makers to
obtain optimum gear manufacturing capability.

World class CNC gear productlonand inspection
machines-plus standard and special tools-all from 'one
sourcev For aJI types of gears.

uc-
a strong
ershtp

f§O:;'<JJl,I~'~ tech-
that brmg

rich process ex-
offour top gear

uu.:uuu:tool companJes
your plant floor.

VK"~U"'" we offerTotal Proce ••
'~ID1:rO,1 for gear making. From help-

you develop an optimum gear design and
selectlng the best production process teocreatlngaglle
gear manufacturing systems. And servtee to keep you
up and running.

The number to callts 818.429.7221'5. That's Ltebherr,
Saline, M1chigan...;yourpoint of contact with the world-
wide Sigma Pool of gear technology.

,@noeNe,",-PlralbevelU ,lIear cutting.
_ _ grtndlng and

KUNOELNBERG laJlpl.ng
oCNCworm- and thread·gnndLng
oCNCgear measuring 'centers, -

LOREINZ
EnUNGEN

1 1 , "_21,;!~
-CNC gear shaping
-ToOls-ror shaping TEe H N 0 L 0 Q y

oCNCgear hobblng and gear grtndlng
,oMalB'lal handling technology
,oF!wble lIIImufacturtng cells and

systems
.eNC.plta! bevel gear lapping, grtnd!ng
and tesUng -

-eNC gear grinding-
THE WORLDWIDE GEARING PARTNERSHIP

Seeus at Gear Expo'930 Booth 142
CIRCLE A-9' on, READER REPLY CARD



This is I I ow America gears
up for ..ual~ly
Mos~of the universal CNC qear inspection systems sold in the
U.S.come from M&M Precision Systems.More than all our
competitors combined.
Why?
Because M&M systems give you the stronqes; competitive
advantage.
How?
Consider these three examples:

1asi......... I.nl
Once your part IS on an M &M mach ine, the computer screen
prompts you to enter specifications. Then you tell it what fea-
tures you want to analyze. and the mach ine inspects the part.
The next time, aIIyou do isenter the part num ber. It's that easy.

More ,ea, -Illy
You get true [notjust themeticall index. lead and involute testing
using interactive Generative Metrol09Y techniques. The inspec-
tion of blanks and cutting tools as well as gears. SPCand cutting
tool software. And the ability to inspect gear surface finish. spiral
bevel and hypoid gears, worms, involute scrolls, and male/female
helical rotor vanes.

'...... tech_~kal support and ......
You'll get a choice of standard or custom engineered packages
with specific application software. And M&M programs are
always written ,inEnglish to avoid problems with translations
or cultural differences, Soyou'll avoid clashes between your
American results approach and other countries' process
approach.

Get all the fast. free facts in the 12-page M&M DC Gear
Analyzers brochure. Circle the number below. Call 5131

859-8273. Or Fax 5113/859-4452today.
And' put your quality in gear.

'M&M PRECISION
,SYSTEMS

AN ACME-CLEVElAND COMPANY
CIRCLE A-10 on READER REPLY CARD



Gear Expo '93
A Wise Investment

'Gear Expo '93 - another trade show. an-
other plea to send people and/or equipment out
oftown, away from the office or plant. Another
bid to spend time, money. and effort. Oh, please!
Hasn't anybody heardthat these are the 'lean
and mean" '90s?

Bur wait. DOl1't write this show off as just
more hype to no goodpurpose. Part of the key
to success in tfus fiercely competitive time is
not so much spending less, but spending wisely;
and a nip for you and, orne of your employee
to Gear Bxpo '93 could be time, money, and
effort very wen spent indeed.

The organizers have been sen itive to cost.
Hence, locations have been chosen in the Mid-
we t, the heart of the gear mark:et. Travel time
are reduced. For many in the industry the visit to
Detroit. can be a dayl:rip.

Making wi e use of resources involve more
than cutting travel time and expenses. "The
World of Gearing" makes the best use of time
spent as well. Devoted exclusively to the gear
indu try. the show focuse . on what attenders
want to ee, withoutforcing them to hiketluough
bans of thing they don't

The Gear Expo is also a.kind of information
clearingheu 'e for gear information - another
saving ofvalnable time and effort ..Many exhibi-
tors have technical people at their booths a well
as sales and marketing staffto share information
and answer questions about 'their products .. Lam
reminded of a visitor from South. America to the
''91 'Gear Expo who told me he had more of his
questions answered in 15 minutes with the tech-
nical. per onnel at one of his supplier's booths
than he had in six month of extensive corre-
spondence prior to the show. Sometime there
really is notliling like "hand -on" experience.

This kind of information exposure goes
beyond theexhibition hall. Running COli cur-
rently with and immediately following Gear
Expo ''93 are The Gear Manufacturing Sym-

posium and The Fall Technical. Meeting. These
educational seminars contain valuable informa-
tion for everyone from your newest employee to
your most experienced engineer.

Gear Technology
will beat the show too.
We are gratified to
k:.110Wthat you, our
readers, value the in-
formation service we
provide. But it i im-
portant not ju t to let
II knowthat we pro-
vide a valuable ervice
to you (although we
love compliment as
much as the next per-
son), but to let our ad-
vertisers know as welL

Many of them will
also be at the Gear
Expo (See page l l for
a List), _0 please re-
member to mention
your appreciation of
their support of Gear
Technology when you visit their booth.
Nease also vi.sit us at Booth #518. We always
enjoy hearing from you either by phone or
letter and welcome meeting YOIli in person.

In the end, ofcour e, every company has to
decide for itself whether attendance at trade
shows is worth what it costs. But if value
received for dollars spenti one of your criteria
for determining a good buy, ending your em-
ployees to Gear Expo '93 is a very wise invest-

PUBLISHER'S PAGE

JULY/AUGUST 1993 )'



GEAR TECHNOLOGY IS
LOOKING FOR ...

A FEW Goon AUTHORS

Ifyou have an article on a technique, process,
researchproject, or other idea of interest to
individuals who buy or cut. gears, please send
it to us. Share your expertise with theilldustry.
Send your complete article or an outline to
GEAR TECHNOLOGY. P. O. Box l425, Elk:
Grove Village, IL, 60009, or call (708) 437-
6604 for a copy of our Writers' Guidelines.

A leading ma.li1ufacturer '0' preciSion
gears processed samples usingl Kolene
KGGTt.!, a. patented' mild organic acid
compOSition. This pickling treatment
resulted In total removallof surface
oxides in approximately one minute,
with excellent uniformilyand
cosmetics. The low AMS
finish was unaffected,

KGC is ideal where
abrasivesor part-to-part
contact is :undesirable;
It's an excellent
alternative 10 mineral
acids" which can
compromise highly
finished surfaces.

• cost effective
• thorough

.' environmentally f:riendly

" engineered for PH stainless
steels ands,pecial alloys

l'2890 Westwood Avenue
Dettojt. MI48223
(313) 273-9220 or (800) 521-4182
IFAX (3,13) 273-5207

Samples processed u,pon request

CIRCLEA-23 '011 READEfl: !REPLY CARD
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CALENDAR
JULY 12·15
University of Cincinnati Center for
Industria] Heat Treating Processes
workshops. Clarion International at
O'Hare, Chicago, IL. Subject. matter
includes induction heat treating,gas
carburizing, quenching, and part dis-
tortion and residual stress analysis ..
For more information call Dr. A. H.
Soni at the Center, (513) 556-2710 or
fax (513) 556-3390.

AUGUST 24-25
SME Fundamentals of Gear Design &
Manufacture. Introduction to spur gears,
gear frnishing. broaching, inspection,
and more ..

AUGUST 26
SME Clinic on Heat Treating & Harden-
ing Gears. Both clinics atEnibassy Suites
- Livonia, MI. For more information.
contact Mike Traieoff, (313) 27 I -ISOf)'

SEPTEMBER 14-16
Ohio State University course on gear
noise. The course will cover causes of
gear noise, noise reduction, dynami.c
modeling. signal analysis and problem
diagnosis. housing dynamics, and hous-
ing noise radiation. For more Inforrna-
tioncontact Carol J..Bird (6]4) 292~
3204 or Dr. Donald Houser at. (614)
292-5860.

SEPTEMBER 21-.23
ASME 7th International Cogen Turbo
Power Congress and Exposi.tion.
Bournemoutn International Centre,
Boumemouth. UK. For more informa-
tion contact the International Gas Tur-
bine Institute, (404) 847-0072 or fax
(404) 847-0151.



NOVEMBER/DECEMBER BUYERS GUIDE DISPLAY ADS

Wind up your ad year with a high-precision shot at your target market. Get a listing - or several
- in our NEW BUYERS GUIDE, appearing as a special supplement in our NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER issue.

Display ads in the NovemberlDecember Buyers Guide are $700.00 for a 2-in ad. We will typset
your ad for you, but if you wish to include a company logo, artwork must be provided. If your ad
includes reverse type or special borders, there will be an additional $25.00 charge. A 2" ad has
dimensions of2 '" x 2 118". This space provides room for approximately 20 words. Logos and larger
type take up more room, and copy must be adjusted accordingly.

• Deadline for Buyers Guide Display Ads
Commitment - September 10

Materials - September 15

• A proof copy of your ad will be provided prior to publication.
_ Yes. Iwould like a display ad to appear in the following indexes: __ Company __ Product __ Service. If selecting the
product and/or service directory, indicate under which categories your ad should appear. (See attached list of categories.)

o Broaching Equipment
o Cryogenic Freezers
o Deburring Equipment
o Filtration Equipment
o Gear Cutting Fixtures
o Gear Cutting Tools
o Gear Finishing Machines
o Gear Forming Machines
o Gear Grinding Machines
o Gear Hobbing Machines
o Gear Inspection Equipment
o Gear Measuring Machines
o Gear Shaping Machines
o Gear Software/Hardware
o Gear Testers

o Gear Workholding Devices
o Grinding Wheels
o Hardness Testers
o Heat Treating Equipment
o Honing Equipment
o Lapping Equipment
o Lubricants/Coolants
o Lubrication Equipment
o Materials - Steel
o Materials - Plastic
o Measuring Machines
o Milling Cutters
o Tool Coatings
o Other _

1'393 BUJers GUide

GEAR PRODUCTS INDEX

.. I ;;:'~~:':;:~';'''
".".HU'.".<>'RI'<""~(;HI'<'.s
CO .• I.'<C.I1lN"""" •• 'H, ••••.• ,
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o Computer Software/Hardware
o Consultants
o Cryogenic Services
o Gear Broaching
o Gear Grinding
o Gear Honing
o Gear Lapping
o Gear Schools
o Gear Testing
o Heat Treating
o Import Agents
o Manufacturer of Gears - Custom-Made
o Professional Societies
o Other _

NOTE: EVERY CATEGORY IS A SEPARATE LISTING AND IS CHARGED INDIVIDUALLY.
Send this form with your Visa/MasterCard/ Amex number or a check for $700.00 for each display ad you are running, along with your
:opy and any logos you wish included to Gear Technology, 1401 Lunt Avenue, P. O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
Note: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising at his descretion. No agency commissions are given on directory
ristings or display listings.

lake the BUYERS GUIDE part of your advertising plans for 1993.
Return this form to us by September 10 to ensure a space in the directory.



GEAR Expo '93
PROMISES TO BE THE

BIGGEST ALL-GEARING

TRADE SHOW YET
-

I "World of Gearing" to open at Detroit's Cobo Halt

G,ear Expo '93, "The World of Gea,rin'g,"is scheduled I It will be held all. October 14-15. the two days
for October 10-13 at Cobo Conference & Exhi- I following Gear Expo '93.
bition Center, Detroit, MI. Hours are 9 a.m, to I The Gear Manufacturing Symposium, which
5 p.m. on all four days of the show. will be held concurrently with the expo itself, is

The show, sponsored and organized by the
American Gear Manufacturers Association. is
devoted exclusively to the gear and gear prod-
ucts industries, and will be the largest in terms
of floor space since the exhibition was first
organized in 1986.

As of June 1, 80 companies from around the
world had reserved booth space for the show.
This collection of the major players in the
industry provides a forum for gear manufactur-
ers and suppliers to exhibit their products, and
gives visitors the chance to make comparisons
and ask questions of technical representatives
.right at the show. Products and processes on
display include broaching, custom gears, cut-
tingtools, finishing. forging, grinding, heat treat-
ing, hobbing, inspection, lubrication, mining,
shaping, shaving, and testing.

An index. of Gear Technology advertisers
who are exhibiting at this year's expo can be
found on the adjoining page.

Once again the AGMA Fall Technical Meet-
ing and the Gear Manufacturing Symposium
(GMS) will be held in conjunction with the show.
The FTM will include presentations by global
experts in gear technology on a variety of gear-
ing subjects, including gear tooth finishing, dis-
tortion control and heat treatment, undercutting
in worm gears, gear noise, and bending fatigue.

lOGEAR TECHNOLOGY

a program covering some of the basics of gear-
ing for shop floor superintendents. foremen,
factory managers, and new employees. It can

serve as either an introduction to gear manufac-
turing or a refresher course.

Begun as a small tabletop exhibition, the
Gear Expo is nOW a full-fledged trade show
held every two years on a rotation schedule
among several cities. Detroit, the olde t cit yin
the Midwest, especially lends it elf to this
show. It isat the heart of America' is manufac-
turing base and, as home to the "Big Three"
U. S. automakers, produces millions of gearsets
each year .

The Cobo Conference & Exhibition Center
is on tile banks of the Detroit River in down-
town Detroit and provides easy access to a
variety of hotels, restaurants, cultural attrac-
tions, and historical sites.

Transportation ill the downtown area in-
cludes Detroit's elevated transportation sys-
tem, The People Mover, plus more traditional
buses, rental cars, taxis, and antique trolley
cars. Cobo Center also has 2,200 parking
spaces, plus an additional 3,000 at the Joe
Louis Arena next door.

For more information about Gear Expo '93,
the FTM or the GMS, contact AGMA Head-
quarters at (703) 684-0211 .•
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II Bootb #U8

AGMA
I 1500 King sr., #201
I Alexandria, VA 223.14
I (703) 684-0211

II Booth #621
I American Metal Treating Co.

1043 E. 6lne! si,
I Cleveland, OH 44103
I (216) 431-4492

.Booth #601
Amer,ican P[aut,er L.P.
1351 Windsor Rd.
Loves Park. n, 61132-2698
(8]5) 282-3000

Booth #345
Diseng-CIA TEQ
Dudley Technical Group, Inc,
171 SO Via Del Campo, Suite 108
San Diego, CA 92.127-21.39
(800) 354-5178

Booth #40]
GMI·Fhusa
6708 lvandale Dr.
Independence. OH 4413 I
(216) 642-0230

.Booth #40l
GMI-Kanzaki
6708 Ivandale Dr.
Independence. OH 44B I.
(216) 642-0230

Bool.h #518
'Gear Technology Magazine
1425 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(708) 437-6604

Booth #533
Gleason Works
1000 niversity Avenue
Rochester, NY 14692-2970
(716) 473-j'000

Booth #3.51
Jame !Engineering
4732 Pearl S t.
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 444-6337

Booth #142
Ltebherr Machine Tool Div.
1465 Woodland Dr.
aline. MI 48[76-1259

(313) 429-7225

Booth #315
M & M Precision Sysliems
300 Progre Rd.
West Carrollton, OH 45449
(513) 859-8273

Booth #218
Merit Gear Corp ..
P.O. Box 486
Antigo, WI 54409
(7J 5) 623-2307

Booth #422
Niagara 'Gear Corp.
941 Military Rd.
Buffalo, NY 1.42[7-2590
(716) 874-3131

Booth #231
Normae, Inc.
P.O. Box. 69
Arden, NC 28704
(704) 684-1002

Boolh #601
PfauterlMaag Cutting Tools L. P.
1351 Windsor Rd.
Love Park, IL 61132-2950
(815) 877-8900

Booth #637
Prome Engineering,. Ine .
100 River St
Springfield. VT 05156
(802) 885-9176

Booth #338
Redin Corp.
1817 - 18th Ave.
Rockford, IL 61104
(815) 398-1010

Booth #501
Starcut Sales. Inc.
23461 Industrial Park Dr..
Parmington Hills, MT 48332-0376
(313) 474-8200

Booth #515
SU America, Inc.
8775 Capital Ave.
Oak Park, MI 48 t 37
(313) 548-7177

GEAR Expo '93
Booth #331 , EXHIBITOR IND'Ex*
Carl Zeiss, Inc.
IMT Division
7008 Northland Dr.

*Cunent as of May 25,.19913
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AGMA PROMISES BIGGER,
BETTER SHOW IN DETROIT

--- -- - - - ---

Gear Tech talks with AIGMAExecutive Director Joe Franklin about plans for Gear Expo '9~ and beyond,
Nancy Bartels

A·GMA 's Gear Expo '93 is expect-
__ ed to be at least. [0% larger in
terms of floor space thanthe '91 show,
according to Joe Franklin, AGMA's
executive director. "As of June I, we
have 80 exh ibitersregistered", he says.

But size is not the only thing to be
improved at Gear Expo, '93. "We've
worked very hard, not ju t to get a
booth sold, but. to put a rational floor
plan together," ays Franklin, "Inthe
past, the arrangement was like a pyra-
mid, At 'the entrance were a lot of very
large booths, and then as you moved
toward the back and the food service
area, the booths got smaller,

"What we've done is 10 get very
large booths aU over t.he floor, The
result is rather like a retail. shopping
center with anchor stores" We will till
have' orne major booth in the front,
but there will also be some fairly large
pre entation at the back near 'the food
service area. I thiak thi reflects the
recognition that at a show like this
there are really no. bad paces, Attend-
er are going to vi it all the booths."

A:GMA is trying some other floor
plan innovations as well Pranklinex-
plain : "We have gone to exhi.bi.tors-
say a hobbing company, a grinding
company, and a measurement company
- and aid, 'You guys ell together in
the marketplace; you mutually rein-
force one another's equipment Why
don't you think about taking three
booths next to each other at the show?'
And many exhibitor have been very
responsive Itothat idea, What you'll be
able to see is not ju 1. a good set of
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equipment from one company. but a
eros section of'awhole system. that can
beinstalled, In a sense, we're trying to
replicate the marketplace to some ex-
tent in a show environment."

AGMA has worked to improve th.e
show in otherrespects as well, To help
altenders make the most of their visit
to Detroit, The Gear Manufacturing
Syrnpo ium will be held concurrently

I with the show, and the Fall Technical
I Meeting wiH. be linked to the Gear

Expo as well It is scheduled for Octo-
ber 14~15, the two days immediately
after the show,

In addition. AGMA is attempting
to schedule several. international stan-
dards meetings for Detroit that same
week. in order to attract more oversea
vi. itors to the show and the F'I'M,
"We'd like to let the international. visi-
tors pend some time at the show and
the fTM.and then go to their meet-

I iogs, With airfares the way they are
now, people usually try to stay for the
whole week."

Arrangements al 0 have been made
with the Cobo Hall management to
greatly upgrade the food service at the

"Sometimes," says Franklin. "there
are good problems to have, Our good
problem is that the expo is no longer a
very smaU show, It's not a gigantic
show - you don't get lost init, but it's
1:00 big fora lot of places that we'd like
to hold it"

Franklin sees three other possible
areas for future expansion of the show,
"One trend we have to recognize and

I re pe~t is th~ emergence of alternative
materials, Ritght now most of OUT show
is dedicated to steel or other metal gears,
but I anticipate that ill the 1995 show
we w.i.l]have pavlltons for both pia tic
and powder metal gears," he says,

Another area of expanded mterest
is in research and development. "We
know that people are doing re earch
in the gear industryall the time, What
we would like to do i encourage the
universities and the third party re-
search centers to come into a pavil-

I ion at GeM Expo and strut their stuff,"
says Franklia, "Thi would be a mar-
velous opportunity :for the e institu-
tions to tell the engineering commu-
nity what their capabilities are. "

The final area of expan ion A:GM
show, Says Franklin. 'The problem is is considering :is in further develop-
in Detroit, 'there just aren't a lot of ment of (he expo as a product show,

I restaurants near Cobo HaJJ. We would I 'We have some gear eompanie al-
I like people tobe able to eat at the hall if ready at the show," says Franklin, "but
I they wantto," we haven't developed the show specifi-
I Even though the '93 Gear Expo is cally for them, But I think. many gear
I still in the planning stages, A:GMA is companies are sen ing the growing
I already looking ahead to future: hows, willingne s to outsource for supplie ..
I The 1995 show will be in Indianapolis, Ultimately. we'd like Gear Expo to be
I Afl.er that.the show will probably alter- one-stop shopping for people manufac-
II nate between Detroit and other cities. turing and using gears," •
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GMI-FHUSA
Reduce Expensive

CARBIDE
Grinding Time

SKIVING HOBS
t's known that grinding is the most
expensive element In gear production.
The hobbing process is much less
costly. And when a carbide skiving hob
is used, minimal or even no grinding
may be necessary.

Imagine what this elimination or
significant reduction in grinding time
will do for production schedules?
Imagine what it will do for profitability!

In addition, t11eskiving process can be
performed on a conventional hobbing
machine. The quality of the operation
and life of the hob is a result of machine
rigidity, stability and quality of the
carbide ho'b.

Your success is dependent on quality
tooling. Settle for nothing less than
GMI-FHUSA..We'll be happy to
demonstrate how carbide skiving
hobs can revolutionize your operation ...
and substantially reduce' expensive
grinding time!

How do we
figure? Just
look at our
pie chart.
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GMI-FHUSA gives you the edge to emerge as a majar player in a world economy.

GMI-FHUSA
6108 Ivandale Rd.
P.O. Box 31038
Independence. OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230. FAX (216) 642-0231
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The James Engineering modular deburring systems can be set up in less than one minute, with cycle times of 20 to 50 seconds
per part, Manual loading and unloading barely lake- 5 seconds, with fully automated systemsavallabte. Precision controls allow
edge break. of uniform quality and consistency from part to part and from ,001" radius to large chamfers. Modular design allows
modification of system as needs change, Due to thecompact size, the system may be placed near bobs or shaper cutters, anowing
operator to deburr the gear while demanding very lillie of their time or attention, This allows shops to either eliminate or
drastically reduce secondary handling and conventional deburring steps. This significant reduction in labor, along with a lower
scrap rate" means big dollar savings to the user.

James Engineering« 4732 Pearl Street '. Boulder, CO 80301 • (303) 444-6337· Fax (303) 444-6561
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Gear Tip Chamfer and Gear
Noise; Surface Measurement

of Spiral Bevel Gear Teeth

Ceuld the tip chamfer that manufac-
turing people usuaUy use on the tips
of gear teeth be the cause of vibration
in the gear set? The see. in question is
spur, of .2.25:DP; with 20.° pressure
angle. The pinion has 14 teeth and
the mating gear. 63 teeth ..The pinion
turns at 535 rpm maximum. Could a
chamfer a little over 1/64'" cause a
vibration problem?

Billlanninck replies: A U64" cham-
fer on the tips of gears that are as coarse
as 2.25 DP would certainly not be con-
sidered a cau e for gearvibrations. The
chamfer is more likely to have a posi-
tive effect, such as the removal of sharp
edges or burrs. than a negative one.
There are other more likely causes for
gear vibration or noise.

The u ual first step followed in in-
vestigating any gear problem is to do
SOInecomputations or computer mod-
eling to assure that basic geometric
requirements are met, The engineer
checks for interferences. that suitable
root clearances and backlash are
present, and that the gear et has a
contact ratio of 1..0 or more. The latter
assures that there are proper conditions
for a smooth transfer of contact from

William L Janninck
Roben E. Smith

one gear tooth pair to the next. If the
contact ratio were less than 1..o,the
smooth passage of motion from pair to
pair would be broken and could cause
some impacting and vibration.

Since the details of the tooth depth
system were not given. we investigated
three cases.

• Fully standard gears using the
2.25" whole depth basic rack with 1.0"
addendum.

• 25% long addendum pinion and
25% short addendum gear using the
same basic rack as above.

• Fully standard stub depth gears
with] .g" whole depth and .0.8" adden-
dum system.

Two sets of computations were made
for each of these cases, one with no tip
chamfer. and one with. not a 1/64" tip
chamfer, but rather a 1116"tip chamfer,
on both pinion and gear. The contact
ratios resulting are shown in Table t

In no case is the contact ratio below
1.0, even on the shallower depth stub
teeth. Geometrically the design is good
and, as mentioned before, the tip cham-
fer is not a likely cause for vibradons.

Another source of vibration is the
gear and gear box support, where bend-

Table I - COfltact Ratio Comparison

Standard Fulll Depth
25% lon.g &: Short Addendum
Standard Stub Depth

No Chamfer
1.54
1,156;
1..34

1/16," Chamfer
1.42
1.36
1.13

SHOPFLOOR
A.,ddress your gearingl qaes-
nons to our Ipanel of expe'rts.
Wirile to them caire oISho,p'
Floor,. IGear Technolog-y, P. 01

•

Box 1426. Ellk GroveV.Hage, It
60009, er can our ,edlitoriial
staff at (708) 437-6604.

William L J'anninc'k
is a gear and tool design
consultant. He has been,
involved with gears and
gear manufacturing for
45 years, 40 of them with
Illinois Tools - ITW,
Inc. He is the author of
numerous articles on
gear-related topics.

Rolbelt E. :Smith
is tile principal in R. E.
Smith & Co., lnc., gear
consultants in Roches-
ter, NY. He has over40
years' experience in
gearing methods. manu-
facture. metrology, and
research.
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GROJND

I Whenl quallityand
t'· ,.., I,Ime are, Cf1itlca ,I

! Ground gears with the quality you
dema nd for close-tolera nce applications
plus the turnaround you expect
from conventional, manufacturing.
Unheard of?
Then you've nBEr heard ot Niagara Gear.
We use the latest grinding wheel
tech nolog iesand aU electronic
Reishauer gea,r grinders to reduce
cycle times without sacrifidng quality.
Our ground spur and helical gears:
'. Result in less scrap and inspection

time to reduce costs and production
delays

.' Meet your most demanding require-
ments for higher loads, faster speeds
and quiete r operation

• Never sacrifice quality and are
manufactured to AGMA Class 15
with crowning

More than 80% of our customers are
Fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next ground gear requirement
and you'll see why.

FAX: (7116) 874-9003
941 Military Road • Buffalo, NY 1'42117

TEL: (716) 874-3131
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ing and torsional elasticity in shafting,
the gear box, or bearings may be stimu-
lated by gear tooth action.

A more likely cause for vibratinns
is in the functioning of the gear teeth
themselves. The smooth engagement
and transfer of contact and load to suc-
cessive tooth pairs requires a certain
degree of accuracy in tooth profile,
tooth spacing, pitch line runout, and
tooth parallelism_ There :is no easy way
topredlct tile exact tolerances to use,
but AGMA 390.03 gives some sug-
gested values. With the pinion running
at 535 rpm, the gear set pitch line veloc-
ity is 870 sfpm. AGMA Q8 or Q9 L
suggested, Specific elemental toler-
ances can be taken from ANSI-AGMA
2000-A88. For the pinion,

Profile .0015 - .002
Runout
Spacing

.005 - ..006

.001 - .0013
Parallelism ,0008 - ..0010
If the problem is serious enough,

then actual inspections must be made
to see just where the gear quality lev-
els lie. Usually, the first thing checked
is the prof He, as it is more subject to
manufacturing variations ..A highpro-
me near the tip is also cause for COIl-

cern. The profile should preferably
havea relieved tip and a high area near
the pitch line. Next to be checked is
spacing, where the errors can cause
impacting, and then parallelism, Run-
out is the easiest to measure and is
usually readily correctable,

At times it is worthwhile to exam-
ine the contact pattern occurring from
running the gears together. Tip contact
or any edge contact could indicate a
quality problem.

Is equiipment available for measur-
ing surface flnlsh on spiral bevel gear
teeth (Q12)? The unit we have works
best on Dat straight surfaces and
measurementta.ken on spiral bevel
gears isquestionabJe. Also, Iam look-
ing 'or reports or documents on sur-
face finlsh requirements. (Our 30Ra
has been "upped." to 32Ra by the

manufacturer, so visual comparator
type inspection can be u ed, I feel2S-
30 Ra should be maintained.)

Bob Smith replies: First. there is
nothing that relates surface fini h re-
quirements to a given AGMA quality
level, such as Q12. The OIi1yrelation-
ship is that the finish must be good
enough to prevent interference with the
measurement of dimensional require-
ments of spacing, profile, etc. How-
ever, finish is related more to surface
durability and scoring. You will finda
discussion of this factor in AOMA
2001, Fundamental Rating Factors and
Calculation Methodsforlnvolute Spur
and Helical Gear Teeth, Appendix A.
The bevel gear rating standard, AGMA
2003, and the Revel Gear Design.
Manual, AGMA 2005, vaguely discuss
surface condition factor, Ct. Another
reference is Dudley's Gear Handbook,
Second Edition, 1991, page 15.21.

Measurement of surface finish on
spiral bevel gear teeth can be difficult,

but not impossible. It is somewhat lim-
ited by diametral pitch. As with all
surfaces, it should be measured at right
angles to the lay of the finish pattern.
This means Toughly tip to root rather
than toe to heel. This limits the amount
of stylus travel. Generally, the length
of stylus travel should be five times
the cutoff wavelength. The most typi-
cal cutoff wavelength is.030". The
only AGMA document on surface fin-
ish, AGMA U8.01 (now undergoing
revision), defines roughness wave-
length as 1I20th of tooth length ..This
probably puts wavelength in the proper
perspective to tooth size. Most instru-
ments have a limited selection of cut-
off wavelengths, such as .003", ..010",
.030", and. lOO".

Another problem when trying to
assess surface texture in gear teeth is
the large curvature of the tooth form.
Form is not of interest for surface tex-
ture, so it must be removed by some



electronic or mechanical means. This
can he done with a "skid" type instru-
ment. This, however. sets a limit on
how fine a diametral pitch can be
cheeked. Another technique is to use
a smooth curved datum surface to
guide the stylus. This might be an
optical circular or elliptical curved
element that is adjusted to approxi-
mate the curve of the gear tooth. The
more modern measuring instruments
have a stylus with a very long travel
(.040") normal to the surface. This
can move across surfaces with large
form error, but still digitize the sur-
face roughness data. With PC-based
analysis of data. it is then possible to
quantify the roughness data with the
desired cutoff wavelength. This t.ype
of equipment is well- uited to mea-
surement of gear tooth urface.

Another way to get around the prob-
lem of getting into small gear tooth
slots is to use a replica material. This is
a filled two-part epoxy material de-
signed specifically for surface finish
measurement. It call.faithfu lIy repl icate
a surface down to six micro-tache .Ra.
The replica is removed from the slot for
measurement. The resulting mea ure-
meat is a negati ve of the act ual surface.
but roughness data will be 'the. arne.

Finally, you. show concern that a
tolerance limit was changed from 30
to 32Ra. The measurement of surface
fini h is not very exacting .. Do two
people measure at exactly the same
spot? A difference of'twe micro-inches
out of tbirty is not very alarming and
shouldn't make any difference in the
functionality of the gear. As an ex-
ample of this, the parameter for mea-
surement was changed many years
ago from KMS to Ra. Mo t people
ued the same numerical tolerances
withourconversion. Some people tin
use 'the parameter terms Interchange-
ably. but with the same numerical
values. Many pieces of current litera-
ture stil! use RMS, even though it is
noteqoivalent to a surface with the
same value for Ra. 1.1

----- -

Bourln & Koch CBN Form 'Grinder
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CNC Bevel Gear
Generators and Flared
Cup Gear Grinding

Theodolre Kr,enzer
The Gleason Works. Rochest.er, INY

New freedom of motion available with CNC
generator make po sible improved tooth con-
tact on bevel and hypoid gears. Mechanical
machines by their nature are inflexible and re-
quire a special mechanism for every desired
motion. These mechanisms are genera.lly exotic
andexpensive, As a result, it was not until the
introduction of CNC generators that engineers
started exploring motion possibilities ami. their
effect on tooth contact.

This article covers the exploitation of new
motion freedoms to improve tooth contact pat-
terns on gear et manufactured by a face-
milling duplex process. a manufacturing
method where both flanks are completed in a
single operation.

/
work gear

/ machine root angle

tooth 101

Fig. ]- Conventlenal face milling duplex setup.
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Starting with a brief background of the
flared cup proces , the article proceeds to de-
scribe the possible linear and angular motion
variations and their effect on the gear tooth
surface. The article concludes with the use of
Tooth Contact AnaJysis (TCA) to evaluate the
enhancement of this duplex process made pos-
sible by applying these motions.

F.lared Cup Process
When cutting face milled gears usingthis

operation, the cutter is po itioned relative to the
gear blank. 0 that the correct piral and pre sure
angle will be produced ..The gear blank is held
stationary, and a 'tooth slot is form-cut by
infeeding the cutter. The part is indexed one
pitch. and the process is repeated. See Fig. 1.
When the cutter is replaced bya grmding wheel,
eontactexists over the entire length and depth of
the tooth surface ..Heat buildup results, cau ing a
tendency for surface damage because ofburning.
The flared cup grinding proce sis u ed to over-
come thi problem.

The flared cup process uses a wheel which is
tilted out of the work (30"s of till is commonily
used). The out ide wheelsurface ha a norma]
radius of curvature less than the conventional
tool, and the inside wheel surface has a normal
radius of curvature greater than the can venti anal
tool, Line contact exists between the work and
the wheel. The wheelis positioned relative tothe
gear blank so that atthe calculated mean position
on the gear tooth surface, the correct spiral aund
pressure angles are produced. The tilled axis of
the whee] is in a plane normal to the tooth



surface. In achieving this setup the tilted axis is
offset from the conventional tool axis. The tooth
is swept out by rotating the flared wheel about
the axis of the conventional tool axis. See Fig. 2.

As the wheel is dres ed its radii change.
which require compensating machine changes
to maintain the proper tooth geometry. Mak-
ing these setting changes manuall'y on me-
chanical. machines is a problem. Tooth geom-
etry often varies from part to part. Fun CNC
machine. where wheel. radius can be accu-
rately determined, are programmed to auto-
matically compensate for wheel size changes
re ulting from dre sing ..

Wheel life i a function of the radius change
which OCCUJS as a re Lilt of dressing. Over the
u eful life of a wheel, the relative curvature
decreases between the convex tooth surface and
th.e inside wheel surface and increases between
the concave 'tooth surface and the outside wheel
surface. Although the final tooth surface is pro-
duced by line contact, at any instant surface
contact exists between the wheel and work in
proportion to the depth of grind. The contact area
is dependent on the relative curvature between
the wheeland work and the variation in the
contact area between the two tooth ides is used
to determine wheel life. As arule ofthumb, good
re ults are obtained when the difference in con-
tact area between the two ide of the tool, does
aot exceed the ratio of 2: 1. Fig. 3 show ection
of a. tooth and grinding wheel at three stages of
wheel life - idea], new whee], and spent wheel.

New Freedoms
Three angular and three linear motions de-

fine the relativ - motions that can exist between
any two bodies. in this ca e between the flared
cup tool and the work gear. One of the angular
freedoms i u ed to weep out the tooth urface ;
therefore, effecti vely onJy two angular freedoms
are available for contact pattern control.

At any instant in sweeping out the tooth
surfaces, the CNC generator has the capability
to. change the relative orientation between the
contact line and the gear tooth. Moti,ons to
achieve a change could be defined in any num-
ber of reference systems. For thi case all of the
motions are defined ba ed on the in tantaneous
radial. plane; thai is. the plane containing the
conventinnal tool axis and the radial. line to the
mid-height point on the contact tine.

Tile freedoms are defined as follows:

/

IU3 19

/
conventional tool axjs,

flared tool axis A .',

Fig..2 -Fla.red cup setup.

~ I .~ \.' ..
''{':.'I. ')

ideal wheel

\-~.
.. \.1..

,

~:~'I
.J

new wheel spent wheel

Fig. 3,- Contact area variation ..

I
Aa
pivot point

.-'~

\ n~

Fig. 4 - Flared ,cuP'motions.
I. Rotational motion in the instantaneous

radial plane:
2. Rotational motion about the instanta-

neous radial line;
3. Liaear motion along the coaventional

tool axis;
4. Linear motien along the instantaneous

radial Ii11e:
5. Linear motion perpendicular to. the in-

stantaneous radial line.
Fig. 4 .is a sketch of a flared cup setup
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Program 'Fest
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Rer (solid) Surface - GTWRtur801IPAR

Base

Sec (Dasbed) Surface - GTWRl<tnIO IfPARA
DehaA2· ,02

Vertical Distance at
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H Tip 0,0003,1'
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Fig. 5 - T,opologygraph of sec.ond!order Aa ,change.
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Fig..(i - Topology graph of second order AP change.
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showing these motions, The angular moti.ons
pivot about a point at mid-tooth depth and
mid-slot width .. A timed relationship exists
between the rnotions and the angular po iti.on
of the wheel as it is swept through the tooth
slot. Although a number of function could be
used to define the relationships, polynomial
expressions were selected.

Radial Tilt. This angular motion i a tilting
of the tool in the instantaneous radial plane as
the tooth is swept out. The effect 1S to change
the pressure angle on both flank of the rooth
as the grind line moves from the tooth center
section. The change increases the pres ure
angle on one flank, and decrease the pres ure
angle 0111 the other flank as compared with the
conventional tooth. At any tool phase angle
position designed by Aa. the radial tilt. of the
tool is given by:

lla = A ILio:... A2 tlu? ... A) Aa3 + A4 Aa4
where A I' A2• A3, A4are the coefficients that
contrnl the motion.

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates the cbange
in surface topology on the convex and concave
flanks of a gear tooth, The solid lines represent
the baseline surface, and the dashed line repre-
sent the surface resulting from a second order
change in Lia. It can be seen that. metal is
removed 011 each side of the center eerion at the
bottom of the 'convex flank and at the top ef'the
concave flank of the gear teeth. The oppo ite
enect occurs at the top of the convex side and at
'the bottom of the concave side.

The Al coefficient produces a velocity in
the normal direction atAO:= 0, the setup must be
altered to accom:modate the velocity when this
coefficient is used.

1'.angemiat Tilt. This angular motion is a
tiUing of the tool around the in taotaneou
radial line as the tooth is swept out. Again the
effect is to change the pressure angle on both
flanks of the tooth as the grind line moves from
the tooth center section. In this ca e the pres-
ure angle is increased or decreased on both

flanks,a compared with the conventional tooth.
At Blnytool phase angle position designated by
6., the tangential tilt of the tool. is given by:

A~ = B I 6.0: of- B2 6.0;2 ... B3 Aa3 ... B4 6.0.4

where B], 82, B3• B4 are the coefficients thai
control the motion.

Fig. 6 schematically Illustrate the change
in the surface topology due te a second order



change in Ap. It can be een that metal is
removed on each : ide of the center ection at
the top of both tooth flank . The oppo ite effect
occurs at the bottom of both tooth flank .

.Axiat Motion. Thi Linear motion is one that
has been described previously in Refs, 1 and 2. J(

is an advance or retreat of the work along the
conventional tool axis. The effect i to mod!ifythe
surface topology m the same manner on both
tooth flanks ..More metal is either removed or left
on the tooth flank: in the lengthwise direction
than in conventionally formed teeth. At any too]
phase angle position de ..ignated by An. the change
in position of'lhe tool relative to the work in the
direction of the cutter axis is given by:

M = Ll Au + ~ Aa2 + L3 a3 + L4 Aa4

where LI• ~, L3• L4 are the coefficient that
control. the motion.

Since the L. coefficient produces a vel.ocity
in the normal direction at An '" 0, the setup must
be altered to hold spiral and pressure angle at the
mean point when this coefficient is used.

Fig. 7 schematically illu tratesthe change in
surface topology due toa second order change in
AI. It can be een thai metal is left on at the in ide
and outside of both tooth flanks.

RtuUal Motion. Theismotion is a movement
of the tool along the instantaneous grind radiu
between tile tool and the work gear. The effect is
to modify the surface topol.ogy ill. the oppo ire
manner on the tooth flanks. Mela] is removed OIl

one flank and metal is left Oil the other, unlike the
case of conventionally formed teeth. At anytool
phase angle po ition designated by Aa~the change
in po ition of the tool relative to the work in the
instantasecu radial direction is given by

ll.r = RI Au + R2Au2 + R3Ao:3 + R4Ao:4
where R., R2• R3, R4 are the coefficients that
control the motion.

Since the R. coefficient produces a velocity
in 'the normal direction at.An '" O. the etupmust
be altered 'to accommodate the velocity when
this coefficient is used.

fig. 8 schematically illustrate the change in
urface topology, due toa econd order change in

Ar. It can be een that metal i removed 011 the
convex side and teft on the concave side on each
side of the tooth center ection,

Tangential Motion .. The tool can also be
moved .in a direction perpendicular to the in-
stantaneou grind radius. The effect is to mod!ify
me surface topology in the opposite manner
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Tooth Contact Analysis - Finishing
Gear - Convex H H Gear - Concave

II :iifii1j1

Fig. 10 - Baselin. TeA.

Tooth Contact Analysis -Finishing
Gear - Convex H " Gear- Concave

I

Fig. 11 - TeA or, eeead order lI.a: change.
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01'1 the tooth flanks. ]t has a effect similar to the
effect de cribed above for 8. change i1ll radial
motion, At any cutter pha e angle position
designated by .1a, the change in po ition of the
tool. relative to the work. in a direction perpen-
dicular to the in tantaneous radial i .given by:

.18 = S I .10: + S2 ll.a2 + S3ll.a3 + S4 0..0:4

where S I' S2' S3' S4 are the coefficients that
control the motion.

Fig. 9 schematically illustrates the change
in surface topology due to a second order
change in ll.s.

Tooth Contact Analysis (TeA)
A .econd illustration of the five motion

freedoms is shown using TeA. TiQaid in the
comparison, the same job is used, and the effect
of second order change. ofthe arne magnitude
are evaluated. Fig. W is the baseline TCA. It
repre ent a conjugate gear set with only length-
wise mismatch. Fig. 11 is the TeA of the radial
tilt change. Fig. 12i5 the tangentialliit change.
Fig. J3, i the axial motion. Fig ..14 is the radial
motion. Fig. I5is the tangential motion.

Duplex Enhancement
The face milling duplex process is success-

fully used in many application ; in particular
IOn fine pitch jobs and jobs where the contact
pattern is,enhanced by lapping. When grinding

the final, finishing operation, the de ired
contact pattern length needed for rna t auto-
motive applications cannot be achieved eas-
ily. Often a contact pattern. where the contact
length varies from top to bottom, called a
diamond pattern, results. This ha been a factor
in limiting the success of grindingas the final
operation ·in. the manufacture of hypoid gear
ets for land applications. Enhancement of the

duplex process by exploiting the new motion
freedoms hould make grinding more attrac-
tive asa final fini hing proce s becau. e of the
ability to develop contact. patterns witha wide
range of characteristics.

TypicaUy, gear sets used in automoti.ve and

I I'ABLE 1- BLANK nATA SMALL AUTOMOTIVE

Inch
-I MM

Pil.ch/Module 6.154 4.]3
Pilch Diameter 7.638 194.oJ

lumber of Teeth 12/47

Face Width 1.300 33.02
Offset 1.250 3l!.7S
Spiral Angle 48°
Cutter Radius 3.000 I 76.20



truck applications cover the range from two to
seven diametral pitch. Three set within thi
range were designed u. ing the taadard duplex
method plus the new motions. Blank data for
the ets is given in Table I-

Smail Automotive - When the diametraI
pitch is six or higher, (he need for added flared
cup motions can be questioned. Fig. [6 is a
TeA comparison of the duplex job de igned
withoul added motion on the .Ieft and with
added motions on the right.. The job were
de igned with very Iittlerransmlsslen motion
variation .. Both designs are imilar. Sub tan-
tial pattern length wa. obtained without the
introduction of flared cup motions. However.
even for this case, greater pattern length was
achieved 011 center, while limiting the length
when the contact moves to the inside or out-
ide of the blank. The long center contact i

beneficial. when gear noise isa concern.
Large.Automotiv8 -or coarser diametral

pitches, the benefits that can be achieved are
more easi1y seen. Fig. 17 isa TeA compari on
of the largeautomotive set designed without
added motion on the left and with added
motions on the right. The tandard develop-
ment is reasonably acceptable, and enhance-
ment. of the contact pattem as a result of the
lapping could re ult in a setthat would be very
acceptable relative to noise quality. However,
if the development i . for a final finish grind,
the contact pattern has more than the desired
lengthwise mismatch.

Lengthening the pattern. by conventional
duplex methods would result in an unaccept-
able diamond pattern.

Theintroduction of additional motions 'can
ub tantially increa e the on-centerpanern lengtb.

while controlling the diamond condition. AI 0,

note that pattern length at the toe and heel is held
to a reasonable lengthto maintain adjustability.

Large Truck - For diametral pitches in the
rangeoftwo, the benefits are dramatic. Fig. 18

I

LARGE AUTOMOTIVE TRUCK
Inch

I
MM Inch I I MM

- -
I!:!;~I I11.178 6.08 ] 1.41

10.500 266.70 422.28
11/41 7/37

1.600 4.0.64 2.000 50.80
1.500 38.10 1.750 44.45

480 47°
3.750 95.25 6.000 152.40

Tomh Contact Analy .j , - finishing
Gear - Convex H H Gear - Concave I

Fig. 12 - TCA of second order A~ change.

Tooth Contact Analy is - Finishing
I Gear - Convex H H Gear - Concave I

Fig ..13 - TCA of second order aJ change.

Tooth Contact Analysis - finishing
Gear - Convex H H Gear - Concave__ I

Fig. 14 - TCA ,of eeond order 8I'change ..

Tooth Contact Analysl» - Finishing
Gear-Convex H H Gear -oncave

Fig..15 - TCA (If second order As change.



tooth Contact Analysis - Finishing
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Tooth Contact Analysis - Finishing
I Gear-s-Convex H H Gear-Concave I

flared Motions

Fig. 16 - TeA of compadson 'ofsmall Qut.omotivc daplex d.esign.

Tooth Contact Analysis - Finishing
I Gear - Convex. H H Gem - Concave I

~I
DIU'I
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Tooth Contact Analy is - Finishing
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Flared Motions

Fig. 17 - TeA eompa.dsoD of lar,gc automotive duplex design.

Tootll Contact Ana.lysis - Finishing
[ Gear-Convex.H H Qar-Conca.ve I

Baseline

Tooth Contact Analysis - Fmishing
] Gear - Convex H .HGear - Concave I

Flared Motions

F.ig.18,- TeA compar:1 on of large truek duplex deslgn,
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is a TCA comparison of tile large truck job
without added motions on the left and with
added motions on the right. Pattern length on the
standard development is short. Typical bias-in
at the toe and bias-out atthe heel contact
pattern exsst, Any furthes attempt to lengthen
the pattern by conventional means would.cause
severe diamond problems, Note that more trans-
mission motion variation was introduced into
this design on the assumption that the set is
more highly loaded and. as a re ult, requires
increased adjustability,

With the added motions, the lengthwi e pat-
tern was increased at the central position, the
diamond patterns, at the toe and heel were COD-

trolled, and the lengthwise mismatch at the toe
and heel were held ..

Summation
The article presented a theoretical de cription

of the freedoms available on full CNC generators
and their application to the flared cup gear grinding
process. Surface topology and TCA were III ed to
graphically define the effects of motion variation on
the tooth surfaces, Finally, the application of the
motion freedoms to enhance the flared cup duplex
process was demonstrated using TCA.

In automotive and truckapplications the amount
and distribution ofrhe mismatch between mating
surfaces has a critical effect on sound quality,
Theoretically, the flared cup process combined
with a full eNC hypoid generator offers the mo-
tion freedoms that provide the necessary mis-
match control lor the duplex process allowing
both pinion and gear members to be finished
ground in one operation I.
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Contact Analysis of
Gears Using a

Combined Finite
Element and

Surface Integral Method
S. M ..Viiay,aka'f

Advancedl 'Numerica,l Solutions, CQ,lumbus. OH

D!onalld R. IHouser,
Ohiio State Uinliversirty, IColumbus,. OH

Introduction
The complete and accurate solution to the

contact problem of three-dimensional. gears has
been, for the past several decades, one of the
more sought. after. albeit elusive goals in the
engineering community. Even the arrival on the
scene in the mid-seventies of finite element
techniques failed to produce the solution to any
but (he most simple gear contact. problems.

The reasons for this are manifold. When gears
are brought into contact, the width of tile contact
zone is typically an order of magnitude smaller
than the other dimensions of the gears. This
gives rise to the need for a very highly refined
finite element mesh near the contact zone. But
given the fact that the contact zone moves over
the surface of the gear, one would need a very
highly refined mesh all over the contacting sur-
face, Finite element models refined to this extent
cannot be accommodated on even the largest of
today' scomputers. Compounding this difficulty
is the fact that the contact conditions are very
ensitive to the geometry of the contacting sur-

faces. Genera] purpose finite element models
cannot provide the required level of geometric
accuracy. Finally, the difficulties ofgenerating an

Fig. 1- Contact analysis of helical gears.

.Fig.2 -Contact analysis of hypoid gears.
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optimal three-dirnensional meshthat can accu-
rately model the stress gradients in the critical
regions, while minimizing the number of degree
of freedom of the model have kept the finite
eleraent method from being widely u ed to solve
the complete gear contact problem.

Research i11 the mid-and late ei ghtie showed
that the gear contact problem was not
unsurmountable, billt requiredan approach that
combined the trength of the finite element
method with those of other techniques, such as
the boundary element and surface integral meth-
ods. Concepts from mathematical programming
could be used to advantage in solving the contact
equations. An innovative approach to the formu-
lation of the finite elements themselves could go
a long way toward DIving the mesh generation
and geometric accuracy problem . With the idea
of incorporating the best of these and other tech-
noiogie in mind. we began development of what
inow CAPP (Contact Analy i:s Program Pack-
agejfour years ago. mt hasevolved intoa powerful
collection of computer programs that provide the

gear designer with. an insight into the state of Fig..4 _ Contact analysis of a 90° crossed axis external heUcal gear sel~
stre s in gears that has thus far never been po -
sible. Some of the features that CAPP supports
are friction, sub-surface stress calculation, stress
contours, Iran mission error, contact pressure
distributions, and. load distribution calculation.

Figs. I-Show examples of gear . ets for
which this process ha been succes fullyu ed.

Contact Analysis
In earlier studie of contact modeling (See

Ref . 1, 2, 11, 12)'.a pure finite element approach
was used to obtain compliance terms relating
traction at one location of a body to the normal
displacement at another location on the contact-
ing body. It. became apparent that in order to
obtain sufficient resolution in the contact. area,
the size of the finite element model. would have
to be inordinately large. A finite element mesh
that is locally refined around the contact region
cannot. be used when the contact zone travel
over the surfaces nfthe two bodie .

Other researchers working irlth.e tribology
area (Refs. 3, 7, 9) have obtained compliance
relationships in surface integral form by integrat-
ing the Greens function for a point load on the
urface ofa half pace (the Bou inesq elution)

over the areas of individual cells demarcated on
the contact zone. Thi method works well as long
a . the 'extent of the contacting bodie is much

F.ig.3 - Contact analysis 'of worm gears.

F.ig.5 - ContacSanaJysis of.a 90" eros ed axis external helical gear set.

larger than the dimensions of the contact zone,
and the contact zone is far enough from the other
surface boundaries so that the two contacting
bodies may be treated as elastic half spaces. These
conditions are, however, not atisfied by gears.

The approach that is described here is based
on the assumption that beyond a certain distance
from the contact zone, the finite element model
predicts deformations well The elastic half pace
model is accurate in predicting relative displace-
ments of point near the contact lone. Under the e
assumptions, it is possible to make prediction of
surface displacerneatsthatrneke u eofthe advan- lOr. D. R. Houser
tage of both the finite element method as well as is Professor of Mec/UllIi·

cui £nginet'rillg at Ohio
the surface integral approach. tate University and Ille

Thi method is related to asymptotic match- Director of lilt Gear D),·
,wmics and Gear Noise

ing methods that are commonJy used ·'0 solve Research Laboratory at
singular perturbation problems. Schwartz and tire u,tiversity.
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Fig, 6- Compulal.iollLal grid! in the contact zone of the gears ..

o I
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- - ~ .. matching interface r

Fig. 7 - The maCiChing interraoe.

body 1

field poinl [ " subsurface grid {l].,'- - I)

Fiig. 8 - T-hecontacting bodies and tbe computational grills,

Fig. 9'- Tbe subsurface grid qU'
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Harper (Ref. 8) have II ed uch an asymptotic
matching method to determine the relative ap-
proach of two rigid cylinders pressed against a.JI

ela. tic cylinder in plane strain.
In order to combine the surface integral elu-

lion with the finite element solution. a reference
or "matching" interface embedded in the contact-
i.mg body is used. This matching surface is far
enough removed from the principal point of con-
tact so that the finite element prediction of dis-
placements along this surface is accurate enough.
At the arne time. it is close enough to the princi-
pal point of contact so tlIat the effect of the finite
extent of the body does not significantly affect the
relative displacement of points on this surface
with respect to points in the region of contact.

Contact analysis is carried outin several tel' .
The first step is to layout a grid at each contact
zone. Them cross-compliance terms between the
various grid points are calculated using a combi-
nation ora surface integral form of the Bousinesq
and Cerruti solutions and the finite element
model of the contacting bodies. Fina]]y. load
distributicnsacd rigid body movements are cal-
culated using an algorithm based on the Simplex
method (Ref. IO.

In order to discretize the contact pressure
distribution that is applied on the surfaces of two
contacting gear teeth, a computational grid is set
up. Fig, 6 shows such a computational grid that
has been set up in the contact zone of the gears.
The entire face width of 'one of the gears (gear I),
which is mapped onto (~:1;E [-1, + In. is divided
into 2N + 1slices. N is a u er- selectable quantity,
The thickness of each slice in the ~. parameter
space is 61; = 21(2N + 1).Of each slice. j ::::·N
to + N. a cross sectlon of gear l is taken at the
middle of the slice, and a point is located On this
slice that approaches the surface of the mating
gear (gear 2) the clo e t. Tlli election is carried
out using the undefonned geometry. If the epa-
ration between the two gears at this closest point
is larger than a user-selectable separation toler-
ance, then the entire gear slice is eliminated from
further consideration. Otherwise, a set of grid
cells identified by the grid cell location indices (i,

j). i =-M to M, and the position vector liij i set up
centered around thi cIo est point ofsiice ]. The
number M is user-selectable. The dimension of
the grid oells in the profile direction As is also
user-selectable.

Let u(p;q) denote the displacement vector at



where q is some location in the interior of the
body sufficiently removed from the urface (Fig.

7). If the first two termsare evaluated using the
surface integral formulae, and the third term is
computed from the finite element model, then we
obtain the displacement estimate:

u(rij;r)('q) = (U(si),(l"ij;r) - u(si)(rij;'q) + u(fe)(rjj;q)

Th . term in parentheses is the deflection of r
with respect to the "reference point" q. Thi
relative component is better e timated by a local
deformation field based on the Bou inesq ami
Cerruti half-space solutions than by the finite
element model. The gross deformation of the
body due to the fact that:it is not a half space will
not significantly affect this term. On the con-
trary, the remaining term u(fe)(rij;q)' is not sig-
nificantly affected by local stresses at the sur-
face. This is becau e q i chosen to. be far enough
beneath the urface, This term is therefore be t

computed u ing a finite element model of the
body. The value u(rij:r)(q) thus computed will,
in general. depend on the location q because of
the different values of the surface integral and
finite element displacement fields there. The
location. is a o-called reference or "matching"
point. We would like to match the surface inte-
gral and finite element solutions not only at one
point. but also at a set of points belonging to a
"matching interface" (Fig. 7). We win then be
interested iII that value of u(rij;r), which will
minirnize the lea t squares deviation:
![u(rij;r) - u(si)(rij;r) - u(si}(rij;q) + u(fe)(rij;q)]~d\ Fig. 10 - The gridl subset. rll(k)j{k)'

the location q on a gear due to a unit normal
compressive force applied at the location p. which
is on the surface of the gear. The superscripts (s])
and (fe) on a term will meanthat the term has been

calculated using surface integral formulae and a
finite element model, respectively. Subscripts]
and 2 will denote gears number 1 and 2. respec-
tively. When the sub cript is omitted in an equa-
tion. the equation will be understood 10 apply to
both the gears.

Let u(p;q) = -u{p;,q)·o be the inward normal
component of the di 'placement vector u(p;q),

where n is the outward unit normal vector at the
point p.

Th di placement u(r ij;r) of'a field point r due
to a load at the surface grid point rij can be
expre . ed a :

u(rij;r) = (u(rij;r) - u(rij;q) ) + u(rij;q)

where q varies over tl1e reference surface r.
Another possibility, which lend it elf bener

to spatial discretization i to choose a value fOT

u(rij;r) which minimizes:

E[u(r..'r) - (u(si),(I""'I")_lI(sil(r ..'q) + u«(e)(r..·'I'»]2~r IJ':IJ' - 11' ·IJ'

where q varies over a grid of points qUI Laid out
overthe matching interface r (See Figs ..8-9), For
convenience. points in this grid'llj were chosen to
lie ha:lf at finite element thickne below corre-
sponding points in the urfaee grid I"y.... Let N
be the total number of points in the grid 'Iij ....

Then the value that minimizes the least quare
deviation above is:

In order to obtain sufficient resolution of the
contact: tresses. the number of points in the grid
I"Ij will have to be very large. typically in the
hundreds. Computation of all the terms ofthe type
u(fe)(rjj;qap) would involve hundreds of back-
substitutions through. the decomposed finite ele-
ment stiffness matrix, Thi would be prohibi-
tively time-consuming because of the complexity
of the three-dimensional finite element model of
the body. Furthermore, the finite element model
does not u ually have an adequate degree of
freedom at the surface to allow all the terms
u(fe)(rij;qaji) to be independent of each other.
Thus ,evaluating each such term by a separate
back-substitation is probably al 0 superfluous,

A better method i to obtain u(fe)
(ri(k)j(k);qi(i)j(l) for a much smaller subset
Il"i(k)j(k); k = 1,2, ... ,M} of the grid {rljl}. as
shown in Fig, 10, and the corresponding subset
(qi(k)j(k): k = 1,2•... ,M} ofthe grid (qiji}' If the

k (i(kl. j(k»

surface edge I (-2. )

2 (-2, -2)
3 (-2.-'0)
4 CO. -4}
5 (0. -n
6 (0.2)
7 (2. )
8 (2.0)
9 (2.4)
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Fig. I J - The finiCeelemem mode~ Dfa pair .of contacting teeth frDm a 9{),o
crossed helical gear set.

Fig ..ll- The c'omputatiDnal grid b tween a pai r of contacting .ceth from
a 9{)D crossed helical gear set.

Fig. 13 - The eontaet pressure ,disl:ributiDnbetween the contacting pall' of
era ed heli.ealgear teeth.

0,8 '

'--1

0,6

0,4
1

•

O,luo,onl.Il2ll,03 Il.H4O,()5Q.06 O,!l1 U,OK0.09 0, I
Deprh (inches)

Fig. 14 - Variation of subsuefuce shear stress wUlt depth under the point
of maximum contact pressure,

Fig. 15 - A tbllee-IDotb lioUe element model of the gear showing. the
aetlve surfaces,
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number of points M in this restricted set of grid
points is small, (hen all the 'term
u(fe)(ri(k)j(k) 'qj (l)j(f)) can be computed 1Ising.on Iy
a small Dumber M of back-substirations,

In the numerical examples to follow, M was
either 9 Of 3,.The values of u(fe)(rij;q~~} for the
complete set of grid points can be obtained by
u ing two-dimen ional iaterpolants el up on
the surface grid r:ij and the subsurface grid qijl

by the interpolation method:

u,(fe)(rjj;'IajV

=u?+ Mu(fe)(ri(k)J(k);qi.U)j(l)N,(o"'~)Nk (i.j)

Where the function NkOj) are biquadratic func-
tions of iand j:

... p wOo I, Z

The coefficients aka~ are chosen such that

where ~ is the Kronecker delta.
The finite element formulanon that was used

to evaluate the terms uffe1(ri(k)J(k);qj({lj(l) has
been discussed in considerable detail in earlier
papers (Refs.. 10 12).

The method de cribed above i u ed to calcu-
late all the terms ur(rlij;rlld) and u2(r2ij;r2kl) to
build a compliance matrix. The contact force
distribution over the grid and rigid body motions
are determined by setting up the contact equations
using this compliance matrix. and solving these
contact equation by any of the numerou meth-
ods available in the literature. In the numerical
examples described below, amethod ba ed on the
Simplex algorithm of linear programming was
used, Readers are referred 'to Reference 11 for
more details.

Numericall ExampJes
The following examples have been chosen to

iHustratea few of the features ofCAPP.
Crossed Axis Helical Gear Set. The first ex-

ample shown in thi ankle i (hat of a pair of
identical helical gears whose axes are at right
angles and who e operating helix angle is 45°.
This makes an interesting example because the
location and orientation of the contact zone can be
easily predicted by simple calculations and by
uing the symmetry of the situation, Figs, l 1-1.2
show a pair of contacting teeth of the 90° eros ed



helical gear set. Fig .. 11 shows the finite element
meshes of the two teeth, and Fig. 12 shows II

contact grid that. has been set up in the contact
zone ..The diametral pitch of this gear set is 10.
Fig. 13 shows the contact pre me distribution
between the teeth as calculated by CAPPo Fig.]4
shows the variation of ubsurface Von Mises'
shear stress as a function of depth below the point
of maximum contact pre sure.

Hypoid Gear Set. The next case chosen here is Fig. 16 - The locusoi' the contact loneata gear torque of 240 tln·tbs.

that of contacting hypoid gears, The cutting ma-
chines used to manufacture these gears have
many kinematic settings. The settings are chosen
such that the contact zone remains in the center of
the tooth surfaces as the gears fQII against each
other. A heuristic procedure is available to select
the settings, but in practice these setting have to be
selected after a tedious iterative process involv-
ing cutting and testing actual gears. Even so, itis
very difficult. to predictthe actual contact stresses,
fatigue life. kinematic errors. and other design
criteria, especially when not installed in ideal
condidons. The contact stresses are so sensiti ve to
the actual. surface profile that conventional 3-D
contact analysis :isnot feasible,

A sample 900 hypoid gear set from the rear
axle of a commercia] vehicle was selected ..The
gear ratio of this set was 41: l 1.and the axial offset
was 1.5 inches. The gear. urfaces had been ex-

perirnentally shown to be ideal for this particular Fig. 18- The loeus of tile contact. zone at a gear tOl'que .of '960 tln.lbs.
gear ratio and axial offset. In other words, the
contact zone was feund to remain in the central
portion of the gear teeth in. the operational torque
range. The object of this numerical study is to
verify this by looking at the manner in which the
contact pattern shifts when the gears are moved
around from their ideal locations.

The model was constructed by first generat-
ing values of coordinate normal. vectors for points
on the surface by simulating the gear cumng
machines. The finite element description of the
surface was then created by fitting tenth-order
truncated Chebyshev series approximations to
tills data. The interior portions ofthe finite ele-
ment were created semi-automatically. Only a
sector containing three teeth of each gear was
modeled, with each tooth being identical. The
gear (gear I) and the pinion (gear 2. the smaller
gear) were then oriented in space as per the
assembly drawings. and the analysis was carried
out for each individual time step. Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 17 - Theleeus of the contact. zone at a gear tor,que ,of·4·80in-Ibs.

Fig. 19' - Contact pressur~ eontoues for Position 1.

the six-tooth gear and pinion model. Sectoral Fig ...20 - Contact pressure contours for Position] magnified.
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Fig. 21 - Contact pressurecontours forPositlen 2.

Fig, 22 - Contact pressure ,contoursfoJ' Position l m gnified.

~r
I

~.

F.ig. 238.- The effece ,ofan X translation on the 'cmtlact pattern.
F.ig.13b - The effed of a Y transl.ation on the contact paUern.
Fig. 23c - The effed of a..z fran la.tion on the eontaet ;patt,em.
Fig. 2Jd - The effect of an X rota.tion on the eontaet pattern.
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symmetry is used to generate stiffness matrices
from the stiffness matrilt of one tooth. For thi
particular gear set, a three-loath. model suffices
because at the most two teeth contact at a time.
Fig. 15 shows the surfaces of the three-tooth
gear. Fig . ]6- ]8 how the contact p.attern (which
is the locus of the contact zone as [be gears ron
against each other), fora gear torque 01240, 480,
and 960 in-lbs, respectively. Figs. 19 and 21
show views of the contact zone with contact
pressure contours on the gear for two particular
angular po ition . Fig . 2,0 and 22 show magni-
fied views of the contact zone for the e two
positions. They show contours of normal. con-
tact pressures on the surface . Computational
grids of 11 x 25 cells were used on the e surfaces
to obtain the pressure distributions. Finally, the
position of the pinion wa perturbed lightly from
the design location and Figs. 23a-d how the
contact patterns that were obtained. When com-
pared to the contact pattern for the unperturbed
po idon in Fig. 16, it shows that the best contact
pattern does indeed occur at the designed posi-
tion.Iending er _dence to the notion that an analy-
sis of the kind described in this article has the
potential to be u ed in the de ign proce itself.

Examples ojOtherPOSf-Processillg Features.
A variety of post-processing options are available
for the display of the .1a:I.eof· tress in contacting
gears. Fig. 24 shows contour curves of maximum
principal normal stres calculated at various sec-
tions in a pair of contacting bel ical gear teeth. Fig.
25 shows contour curves of maximum principal
normal stress drawn along the surface of the gear
tooth. and Fig. 26 shows a contour urfaoe of
maximum principal normal stress within a gear
tooth. It is also possible to draw contour curves
and surfaces for the minimum principalnormal
stress, and the Von Mi es' octahedral. shear
stress ..Fig. 27 is an example of an arrow diagram
that can be used to show boththe magnitude as
well as direction of the principal normal stresses.
Stressesare depicted by arrows pointing in the
principal directions. Tensile stresses are depicted
by outwardpointing arrows, and compressive
siresses are depicted by inward pointing arrow.
The length. of an arrow is proportional. to the
magnitude of the principal stress.

!Conclusions
Using a combination of finite element and

surface integral methods seems to be, in the
authors' opinion, the most practical method of



modelling stiffness behavior of contacting bod-
ies. When this method is used along with an
efficient algorithm for solving contacrequations,
one can predict contact stress distributions and
deformations in more realistic detail than other-
wise possible .. Results obtained from a contact
analysis program (CAPP) based on this method-
ology have been found to compare wen with
calculations based! on other methods ..•
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Fig. 24 - Contour curves of maximumpriaclpal normal. stress drawn
within sections 0 -a contacting pair of helical gear teeth.

Fig. 25 - Contour curves of maximum principal stress drawn. along the
surl'ace of a tooth.ofa crossed helical gear set.

Fig ..26 - A contour surface of maximum principa:J normal stress within B.
tooth ora. helleal gear set.

Fig. 27 - A stress arrow diagram ..
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Basic Rack
The definition and equations in this article

are ba ed on a "basic rack" ill which addendum
and dedendum are mea ured from a reference
line located where the tooth thieknes and the
space width on the reference line are equal, The
basic rack repre ent the tooth form in the nor-
ma] plane of a gear with an infinite number of
teeth .. The normal module of the basic rack is
equal to thenormal circular pitch divided by 7t.

The normal diametral pitch of the basic rack is
equal to 7t divided by the normal circular pitch.

The basic rack repre ents the theoretical. gear
tooth form, not the form of the cutting 11001. No
allowance i. made for backlash, fini hing stock,
or manufacturing method.

Q

The tandard 20 norma] pres ure angle
ba ic rack of ISO S3 is commonly used. This
document is va]id for that basic rack and for
any other basic rack which meets the criteria
of Fig. I.

Addendum Modification Factor
The addendum modification factor "x"

(Profitverscniebungsfaktor, "profile shift fac-
tor" in German) represent the distance, in tight
mesh, from the reference line of the basic rack
to the reference circle of the gear (rack shift or
profile sHift) for normal module e 1.0 or normal
diametral pitch = LO.

Sum of X Faetees
The European practice is to define the sum of

Xl + "'2' (Ix) for a theoretical gear pair which
operates in tight mesh (has. no backlash) on the

The European Rack
Shift Coefficient ··x"

for Americans
Don McViittie

Ge.ar Englinee.rs, Inc .• Sea.ltle. WA

Introduction
The ue of dimensionless factors to describe

gear 'loath geometry seems to have a strong
appeal 10 gear engineers ..The stress factors I and
J, for instance. are well established in AGMA
literature. The use of the rack shift coefficient
"x" to describe nonstandard gear proportions i .
common in Europe, but is not as commonly used
in the United States. When it is encountered in
the Eu ropean literature or in the operating manu-
als for imported machine tools, it can be a source
of confusion to the American engineer.

What follows is intended to provide a source
for the background and derivations of the "1{"

factor as II edin European standards and pa-
pers. The addendum modification, rack shift,
or profile shift factor bas several mathemati-
cal definitions in the U.S. Most European
documents use a specific definition, based on
a theoretical "zero backlash" gear pair in
right me h at the nominal center distance.
(See McVittie, 86 FTM 1 for discussion.)
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Hg. 1 - Basic rack definition - normal plane.



(5) containing tables which recommend that the
tooth thinning for backlash, called "upper allow-
ance of size", Essn' be a function of the pitch
diameter of each part. The values are measured
normal to the helix angle in the reference cylin-
der. The values can be converted as follows:

nominal. operating center distance.
The basic equation can be derived from the

basic tooth thickness involute geometry equa-
tions and the requirement. that the sum. of the
transverse tooth thicknesses at the operating
pitch diameter is equal to the transverse circular
pitch at that diameter ..

iny Ctwl. + illY ut

tan ,un

(]) DIN 3992 Eq 9

tan un
cos p

(2) DIN 3992 Eq 6

z +z1 2
2

(3) DIN 3992 Eq 5

X Factor for Each Gear
Th.e values of x for gear and pinion are

chosen somewhat arbitrarily (See Maag. DlN
3992, and lSOrrR 4467 for further information
on choice ofx factors) according to the operating
conditions and gear ratio, so that their total is
equal to LX. The theoretical addendum (tip)
diameters and tooth thicknesses of the two gears
in the gear pair are defined by their X factors,

1t -
S =(·-+2·oxotanu )o'mn 2·· .. - -0 "

(6) ISO DTR 1006412 Eq 6..4

The actual. addendum. diameters and tooth
thicknesses ar,e then adjusted (usually reduced)
to control backlash and! tip to root clearance,

Backlash Allowance
A common convention among gear manu-

facturersis to reduce the normal tooth thick-
ness of each member by the same amount,
which may be a value in um or a function of
module, such as ..024· mn. This maintains the
same cutting depth for both members and
maximizes contact ratio, The direction (nor-
mal, transverse, reference circle, or base tan-
gent plane) I.D which tile tooth thickness reduc-

(4)

Table of Symbols

ISO AGMA Definition
a, C Genter Distance
c Gliearan,ee (ha - hfl
d d Diameter
IE Tooth Thinning for Backlash

hal a Addendum
hf Dedendurn
k Tip Shortening Factor

B Backlash
m m Module
p p Circular Pi,tch
s t Tooth Thickness
x Addendum Modification Factor

a III Pressure Angle
p. 'I' Helix Angle

Table of Subscripts

Subscript
(nonel

a
b
f
n

At Reference Diameter
At Addendum (Tipl Diameter
At Base Cylinder Diameter
At Root Diameter
NormallPllane
ToollDimensions
Transverse Plane
At Working: Diameter
At Any (Undefilledl D'iameter

o
t
w
Y

1
2

Pinion
Gear or iRack

tion is to be measured must be specified, since
there is no recognized convention.

Working Group (WG)2 ofISorrC60 is con-
sidering a draft technical report. DTRI006412,

The transverse circular allowance, Esst' is:

(7)

The normal allowance in the base tangent
plane, Ebsn' (normal to the tooth surface) is Don IMcVitti,e

is President of Gear En-
gineers, tnc., Seattle, WA.
He is a past president oj
AGMA and Chairman oj
the U, S. Technical Advi-
sory Group for Intefila·
tional GearStandards. He
is a licensed professional
engineer in the Stare oj

The resulting transverse circular backlash at Wa,shingIOIi.
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~sn = E SI.· cos ~ • co ilb (8)

which can aha be expressed as

(9)



the working diameter is at function of allowance,
center distance, and tooth accuracy. (See AGMA
2002 for more information.)

Tip Sbortening for Clearance
When Lx. > 0, the tips of external gear pairs

should be shortened to maintain standard tip to
root clearance. The reduction :in clearance is
often ignored for small value. of Ix, but for
larger values the addendum hould be shertened
by k· mo'

k=

ZI + Zz [inV a"..,l - inv ~ I (cos '0; )]--.' ----··----12 . tan ~ co I~ cos <Xwt -

(0) Maag Eq 68

Tip diameters of intern aJgear pairs should be
checked for clearance and interference with cut-
ters and mates by calculation of actual cutting
and mating conditions.

Actual Root Diameter and. Cleaeance
The European method doesn't. calculate the

actual root diameter of gear which are thinned.
for backlash by feeding the cutler to greater
depth. When the actual root diameters are cal-
culated, the addendum diameter required for
standard clearance can be calculated more ac-
curately from Eq .. 11.

The root diameter at maximum tooth thick-
ness can be calculated as follows:

d(",d.-2.(h-x .• m + Essn .)i02)
ao 1I 2. tan ~ • cos fi

Equation 12 is ba ed 011. the assumption that.
the cutter addendum, hao is measured as shown
ill Fig .. 1 for the basic rack, If the gear i to be
finished in a second operation, as by shaving.

..-" ...-

/ ....t;a: Diameter
- lRefer,enCIi Diameter

'"........~r...... ....
<,

I "
i

I

Fig. 2 - Addendum modification
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skiving, or grinding, a more detailed study is
required to estimate the fim hed root diameter.
(See Appendix E, Sec. E60f AGMA 2[8.01 for
more informatlon.)

Convention. for Signs
For external gear, the value of x i positive

whenthetooth thickne s is increased arid the
value of Ix is positive when the center distance
i greater than standard.

The same convention can be used for inter-
nal gears jf the sign of the center distance is
considered negative. "Long addendum" inter-
aal gears have a negative x. This convention is
common but is not. universal.

Intemal 'Gears
The equations in thi article are arranged for

external gears. With a few exceptions, they can
be u ed for internal gears if the internal. diam-
eters, center distance, and number of teeth are
made negative. The convention for signs must
be checked carefully. One trap i divi ion by a
negative value to. calculate all involute func-
tion, which must be positive, h is good pro-
gramming practice to take the absolute value of
the quotient before calculating the angle from
the iavolute function. I.

Appendix - Derivations of Equation 9

~so :: Esst • cos ~ • CD . Pb

Essn '= -- • cos '0; • cos I~bcos P .
Il Po r.t Pbncos ...=····p·- co "'b=':"-

t Pbt

Pbncosa =--n Pn
Pblcos a =-

I PI
cos~ (9)
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Money Business
Letters of c.redit, ,documentary collection, .forward ,optio.n$~and other

Umustknow" banking terms for exporters.

H he object of any

business (fa. nsac-
lion, be it foreign
or dome tic, is

making 11 profit That's wily
you go through all the effort
of making and selling your
product in the first place.
Getting paid in a timely and
convenient manner is cru-
cial. to making a profit. but
when your customer is in
another coun try, this "time-
ly and convenient" payment
can become complicated;
hence, your need for a
banker with expertise in in-
ternational markets.

To help explore the ba-
sics of the banking part of
your export equation, Gear
Technology spoke with
Terese S. Gravenhorst, sec-
ond vice president, lnterna-
tional Banking Divi ion.
American National Bank and
Trust Company of Chicago.

Like other experts we
have consulted for this se-
ries, Gravenhorst empha-
sizes that you should contact
your banker early and ask
lots of questions .."Call your
banker at the same time

N,anc·· Balltels-- y --- -- -

you'.re contacting your
freight forwarder. your law-
yer. and your accountant.
Even if you're still. in the
'just thinking about it' stage,
that's a good time to get
YOIIT bank involved."

The questions you
should be asking relate to
your bank's capability to
assist you with foreign
transactions ..Can it help you
with wire transfers, foreign
exchange. various interna-
tional payment methods,
documenrary collections,
letters of credit,etc.? How
deep is the bank' sexpertise
in these areas?

If your bank is a large
one in a major metropolitan
area, the chances are that it
can handle your export
banking needs. But even if
you are accustomed to deal-
ing with a smaller bank
without this background,
you can probably get the
services you need without
changing bankers.

Many smaller banks are
"domestic correspondents"
of larger banks; thar is, they
count on the larger bank to

MANAGEMENT MA1'TERS '
,

provide services like inter-
national banking, which
the smaller bank cannot.
Gravenhorstexplains: "[The
smaller bank] doesn't have
the internauonalexpertise.
so it will piggyback off us ..
On the export side we win
deal directly with the cus-
tomers, but it's understood
that we are assisting the
smaller bank as a service to
their customer, not compet-
ing with them in any way."

Involving your banker in
your export plansearly has
other advantages as well, He
Dr she will be essential if you
need to increase your line of
credit to finance some of your
export ventures, but. in ad-
dition, your banker may be

Managilng a business
lodalvis hard work, Let
"Malnagement Mat-
ters" lend a hand ..Tell
us what manag,ement
matters interest you.
Wirite 10 us at IP.0, Bo,x
1426. Elk Gro,ve. IL
60009., 0'1"Cain our staff
at (708) 431-6604.

Terese S. Gravenhorst
is the second vice president in
the lntemational Bankillg Di-
vision of American National
Bank and Trust Company of
Chicago, lt:
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able to provide you with ~ of arrangement you might ; yourbuyer's bank, who noti-
other ideas or connect you ~ enter into with a domestic ~ fies him and says, 'W,e'v·e
withpeopleororgartizations ~ customer: You deliver the ~ received the documents you
who can advance YOIl( ex- ~goods, and the customer ~ need to get your goods re-
portplans. "They can some- ~ send you a check or ar- ~ leased, We willrelea ethern
times point you In other di- ~ ranges for a wire transfer to ~ to you only when you make
rectioas or ask,'Have you ~your account within the ~ payment.' The buyer in-
thought of this or that.?'" ~agreed-uponamountoftime .. ~ structs the bank to debit his
says Gravenhorst. This is a simple ap- : account. and the foreign

The Documents in j preach. but ir has some ob- i bank sends the fund to your
the Case : vious risks. Recourse is : bank. The problem with this

The financial documents : difficult should the cus- : arrangement is that the· .
required in export transac- ~ tomer default, Gravenhorst ~ buyer can also say, 'I've
tions have an exaggerated ~explains, "It's more compli- : changed my mind. m don't
reputation for being compli- : caredif the ClIJ torner is half- : want this shipment.' In thai
cated and difficult to under-: way around the world. You ca e you either have to ship
tand, They can be highly .~.have 1.0go to his country ,deal ~ the goods back home 'Dr find

detasled.buttheirbasiefunc- ~ with hi country's laws, etc." ~ another buyer for itthere."
lion in every case is simple The open account ar- The lea t risky and,
- to see that you get your: rangement is probablywise
moneyonceyourproductha : only if you know YOUE cus-

therefore, most popular
method of payment. with ell-
er isthe letter of'credit, This
document work much like a
certified check. The bank
guarantees jhe payment of
the money as long as the re-
quiremem pecified in the
letter of credit are met. 'The
i suing bank i saying,
'Whether or not our cus-
tamer, who is your buyer.
goes bankrupt or falls off the
edge of the earth, we, the
bank, promise payment to
you.?' ays Gravenhorst,

Letters of Credit
Letter of credit come in

se veral forms, the most com-

MANA'GEMENT MATTERS
been delivered to the buyer. : tamer very well and are ab-

The documents required ; solutely sure of his or her j : • 1.1 • • 1.1 • • • • • .1 I. • • I. • • I. • • I. • • 1.1 • • 1.' •

willdependenthemetaodof ~creditworthine s, And even ~ : 'The 1101IMost COlrnmon
paymemuponwhichyouand ~ then. ifan overseas customer : iIII:.
your customer have agreed. ~ is willing and ready to pay, :.
These terms can be an irn- :..political realities may make: !.I

: 1.1

Dis,c,r,epancies in
a' Lett'er 'of ICr,edi;t

l. The letter of credit has expired.

2. Documents are presented late ..

4. Documents are inconsistent with one another.

5. Applicant's/beneficiary'. name and/or addre s
differs on the documents and the letter of credit.

~ it impo sible, "Remember : 1.,
· .: 1111
: the situation LI1Kuwait," says: III; . :.1
: Gravenhorst. "Those people : iii
~ had the money, but our gov- ~ :
: ernment blocked payment. : •· : .
: You have to consider the : •
; political stability of your ~ :
: customer's country." : •· ; .
: Documentary collectien : ~· " .
: offer some reduced risk to : iii· .
: the seller. Under this method "
~of payment, you ship the
: goods, and the shipping and

portant negotiating point and
will be .31 factor in determin-
ing how competitive your
product will beand what
your cost will be. They will
affect your collection risk,
how long you will have to
wait for payment .. and your
ability to obtain financing.

Your decislon about.
terms should be based on a

3. Shipment is late.

number of factors, such as
the value of the shipment.
whether you have had to documents vice versa.

•6. Good are shipped via air instead of ocean or •
•

:...which enable the buyer to
:. -.~get the goods are transmitted: 1.1 7. Partial .hipments are made when the letter of credit 1111

~ through banking channels.: :: prohibits them. ::
• - _. • .1 1.1

ticular country, the credit- : They are released to the buyer : • .1
hi fth b ....only wh.en h.ear sh..e ..releases :. 8. Documents are not signed when required. .,wort mess oe uyer, and ': • •

the terms your competitors : funds for payment. i: 9. Draft 001 presented. :
are offering. Gravenhorst explains: : • •:. .

The riskiest method of ~ "You hip your goods and :. 10. Insurancepolicy or billof lading is not endorsed .•
payment from the . eller' ~Lhen present the documents ~ I: :
point of view is the open ac- : like the invoice, packing list, : '.1 •

:...:1 b.-- ". - .. : 1.1 ,.1
count. This is the same kind :.ana ocean -111 of lading to : 1.1 ••• 1 ••• 1 ••• 1 ••• 1I••• ' I••• 1111•• I•••• 1 ••• 1111

: commercial
make special modifications
to the product. the relative
risk of shipping to the par-
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mon beirrgirrevocahle, COIl-

firmed, and advised. [f you
and your customer agree to
use a.letter of credit, be sure
that you gel an irrevocable
one. This means that none of
the conditious in the letter
can be changed without your
consent. Confirmed and ad-
vised letters of credit pro-
vide even more guarantees
of payment under particular
circumstance .

The letter of credit is great
insurance, but it. places obli-
gations on you as wen as on
the buyer. A. letter of credit
win contain stipulations with
which you must comply., or
the issuing bank will not pay
out. on it These stipulations
may include method of ship-
ment, dates and times of de-
livery., documents that will
be required, etc.

It's a good idea toget
copy of the terms andcondi-
tioas that are to be included
before an actual irrevocable
letter of credit is issued. Your
banker, lawyer, and freight
forwarder should review
these terms to make sure you
can comply with them. be-
fore the letter is issued, be-
cause onceit is,additional
fees will 'be incurred and time
will be I.est for every change
you mue.

"You as exporter have to
review that letter," says
Gravenhorsr, "Sometimes
customers win get the letter
of credit and just stick it in a
drawer and go ahead and
make the smpment. Theil
comes time to present the
documents, and they say,
'Well, we missed this expi-
ration date,' or 'We needed
to havethese documents no-
tarized by the Saudi! Arabian

consulate.' Now the bins of
ladingand the invoices are
gene, and getting all.that done
may be impossibl.e. Letters
of credit are not. thai compli-
cated, but you do have to
review them line by lime."

Most [etters of credit are
also "advised". This me311S

that your banker in the U. S.
verifies the authenticity of
the letter of credit issued
by your customer's bank.
GravenllO.rst explains: "If
letters of credit are i sued in
telex form, code number are
induded by tile issu ing bank.
Our telex department can
decode these numbers to
make sure that the letter of
credithas really been issued
by, say,. Deutsche Bank in.
Germany, and not by 'the
customer pretending to be
Deutsche Bank We also
have books of signamres
from. thousands of banks
around the world, and we can
verify all the signature. We
don't see it often, but orne-
times fraudulent letters of
credit do come through."

Even with. an advising
bank to verify the authentic-
ity ofthe letter, the ell tamer
would still look to the issu-
:ing bank, not the advising
one, for payment.

A.dditional Guarantees
Under some circum-

ranees, a simple irrevo-
cable letter of credit is not
enough to insure payment.
If additional guarantees are
required, you will want to
Ioek into confirmed letters
of credit.

The confirmed letter of
credit would be appropriate
in a case where you do not
feel comfortable with the is-
uing bank' ability to meet

Heat Treat
Especially for Gear Makers

Accurste lIelLl'$, need prec,isc: he:;l (reatment. A.llthe COII:ly
p1annil11 & Iwdwo~k. or maktn a ,quality gear can be lOR by
intpl'OpeJ bell.! treanng,

Meri! Gear Heal Trese ... ·crcated to serve your gear heat !TelIt
requiremenu ... !moW5. gClLriJlII and iu heat treatmenr,

Next Ume don'! gamble ... call the gear heat trntm.

Call .Merit Gear Heat Treat..

• Quburize and Harden

.' NATCO Subme~ Induction Hardening

'. Computerized leducnon Hardening

o Metallurgical laboratory

o Spccial~ gear h.eattreatm . ,continuously
improving with formal uaillilli

• Process controls, S.P.C. assuring comment qu liry

• Mll·14S208A

1Mk8HrIJR~
Heat TreB,'

CIRCLE .A·17 ,on READER' IREPLY CARD

Class AAA. AA or A ground form-24 to 250 DP. Standard
and non-standard to all current U.S. and European
specilicatio s. TiNcoal!ingand stock hobs available. Write
for our free brochure.

~.r~ ~.a....~ ~R INDUSTRIES
~41~ r-I~~ INC.
11650SycamoreAve.•Bohemia.NY 11716

516-567-1000· FAX'5116-567-1355
ALSO ,IL\S1'ER GEARS MID SPUNE GAGES

'CIRCIiE A·1!B: en IREADER REPLY CARD
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M~e!thodsof Pa¥ment for' Overseas TraiAsactions
.1 0 A -
.1 'penccount
.' Payment made as agreed upon between buyer and seller. I Commerciall Letters of Credit.,

Risks:
• The buyer may default
.' Government. regulations may cause delay in obtain-

ing foreign exchange or funds transfer,
• Payment may be blocked because of political events,

Appropriate Whe.n:
• Seller trusts the buyer and knows payment win be
made.

• No. government regulations inhibiting foreign ex-
change or funds transfer exist.

• Seller bas sufficient liquidity or access (0 outside
financing to extend deferred payment.

•I.I.
• Documen.arv CollectionsI.
I.I. Documents Against Pllyment - Payment will be madeI.
.1 when sight draft is presented to buyer's hank,and buyer
• 1 agrees to pay draft. Goods are available to buyer after.1
.1 payment..1
.' Risks

• Buyer may refuse shipment.
• Government regulations may cause delay ill obtain-

ing foreign exchange or funds transfer ..
• Payment may be blocked because of political events.

Appropriate When:
• Seller bows buyer will accept shipment,
• No government regulations inhieiting foreign ex-

change or funds transfer exist.

Documents Against Acceptance - Shipping docu-
ments are presented to buyer's bank with instructions toI. release documents after buyer has "accepted" draft (a

1.1• promise topayat a future date). Payment will be made on
1.1 maturity date of accepted draft
1.1.1

I RiskcS
" Buyer wilt default.
" 'Government regulations may cause delay in obtain-

ing foreign exchange or funds transfer ..
• Payment may be blocked because of'pclitical events.

Appr"Opriate Whe.n:
• Seller confident buyer wiJ] pay accepted draft.
• No government regulations inhibiting foreign ex-
change or funds transfer exist,

• Seller has sufficient liquidity or access to outside
flnancing to extend deterred payment.

Sight. - Payment is made when the documents are
presented to issuing bank, provided that the documents
are in compliance with the letter of credit term . Goods •
are available to buyer after the draft has been paid. ,.••Time - Payment is made 011 the maturity date of the I.

accepted draft. Goods are available to the buyer after the :
draft has been accepted by the issuing bank (a promise to I.
pay has been established).

Risks:
.•Issuing bank defaults on :its payment obligation.
.•.Payment blocked dueto political events,
• Discrepancies in documents prevent payment

ApPl'iQpriate lWIen:
• SeHer isn't sure of buyer's creditworthiness.
• Seller is confident that buyer's country won't take

aay action to block payment.
• Seller is confident issuing bank will fulti]] obligation .

Conliirmed Letter 01 Credilt
Time of payment and goods are available on the same
basis as with a confirmed letter ofcredit.

••I.,.I.I.I.I.I.
, Appr:opriaJe Wben: 1.1

• Seller is unsure or unable to evaluate issuing bank's 1.1•creditworthiness. .1
• Seller is unwilling to accept political. risks in issuing .1.1

bank's country. .1

Risks:
• Confirming bank defaults 00 payment obligation.
• Discrepancies in documents prevent payment.

Cash in Advance
Payment is made before shipment. Goods are available
after payment.

III.1

I

Risks:
• None.

AppropriaieWhen:
• Seller has negotiating strength to demand cash in
advance.

• Buyer's country doesn't prevent advance payment.

I.I.
•I.
•.1
••.1
.1
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its obligations. In that case,
you would ask your bank:
to add its confirmation (for
which it win charge a fee),
to that of the issuing bank,
Then if the issuing bank
cannot make payment for
some reason, as long as
all the documentaare in
compliance with the letter
of credit, the U.S. bank
will pay.

According to Graven-
horst, you probably would
not need to ask for a con-
firmed letter of credit from

ter of credit guarantees the
seller payment, it is a riskier
proposition for the buyer . .If
he or she agrees, to such a
payment. method, what hap-
pens if the customer is Dot

satisfied with the product
when it's delivered? What
recourse does he have?

From the issuing bank's
point of view, none. Say
Gravenhorst, "It's important
to remember tl:tatbanks deal
only in documents. Some-
times customers will ask us
not to payout on a letter of

a major bank in a major ex- credit, and we have to ten
porting country, such as Ja- them that if the documents
pan or Germany. But if : are in order, we have to pay.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
you are doing business in a Customer satisfaction has
country where political and nothing to do with it."
economic stabil.ity are
questionable, Dr where the
issuing bank: itself is not as
well-known, the confirmed
letter of credit is an. option
you may wish to consider ..

The Price of Security
What does this additional

payment guarantee cost the
seller? This will depend ona
number of factors. And who
(you or the buyer) pays what
share will be one of the sub-
jects. of negotiation. But ba-
sic costs for all, irrevocable
letter of credit are about
one-half percent of the in-
voice amount. Charges for
amendingand advising en a
letter of credit run between
$40...00 and $60..00. Fees for
a confirmed letter of credit
are ona Sliding scale; the
greater the risk: in a particu-
lar case, the higher the fees.

The Other Side
oftbe Coin

While an irrevocable let-

This is why buyers of big-
ticket or custom-made iterms
(like specially gears) will
commonly negotiate an in-
spection of the product prior
to shipment The buyer will
insist on a signed inspection
certificate as part of the terms
of the letter of credit. An-
other approach to the same
problem is to agree to partial
payment upon delivery and
the rest after iii specified pe-
riod of time during which the
eustomercan inspect and use
the product.

Foreign Exchange
Another complication of

the overseas marketis the
fact that currencies in differ-
ent countries have different
values, If you have sold a
product for $25,0.00 U.S.,
how do you guarantee that
by the time the goods are
delivered and payment i.s
made, you will have $25,000
in payment, in spite of flue-

QUALITY I

GEARS
UP TO AGMA 15, MIL-I-45208A & MIL-SID-456B:?

FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTION, INCLUDING
PROTOTYPE & EMERGENCY REPAIRfREBUILO SERVICE

SIZE RANGE: FROM UNDER r to 48' DIAMETER
Reishauer Ground Ge:a!rs
Most Type Gears Manufacturedl
Comple:te'to Customer SpecilUcaUons

I I '. METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
• SPUR. INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• HELICAL. INTERNAL &, EXTERNAL
• WORMS. WORM GEARS
• SERRATIONS. SHAFTS
• SPLINES. INTERNAL II. EXTERNAL
• SPROCKETS· CLUSTERS
• SEGMENTS • SPINDLES
• RATCHETS .' GEAR BOXES

Fullly impl'amented SPC, and data
communications capabilities, utilizing

~ .Iate '.1.lhe '.rt C.MM..~.iSand M. iii. M. precl'si:oriW c:: gear checker to 3D'" diarneterto un face.

...:lair/ane (lea,., -9nc«
P_O..BOX 409,. PLYMOUTH,IM148170

(919) 459-2440'
In lMich_1-800-482-1773. FAX (313) 459-2941

_I

CIRCLE A-19 on READER REPLY CARD

NITRIDIN'G PLUS
Nitriding Pit ..'TypeFurnace

Standard Features:
I

'" Temperature range thru
14000F (760oq

iii Mi.croprocessor based
temper atureeontrollers,
for heatiQg ehamber and
retort separately.

'" AHoy steel retort, witb
recirculating fan.

...High temperature ele-
ments located on aU four
sides of chamber for even
heating

'" Multi-layer insulation for
greater heat. retention

F.actory wired, assembled and power tested for easy
hook up to your power supply

Quality equipment since 1930alld into the FUTURE ...

.!211
bbbdd

K.. H. HUPPERT COMPANY
168$0 South State Street
South Holland, IL 60473-2881
(7108)339-210210Fax: (788) 339-2225 1

CIRCLE A-31 en R~A'DE'R REPLY eA_RD
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matingcurrency markets?
The simplest way, of

course, is to insist on pay-
ment in U.S ..funds, But that
may not be a realistic ap-
proach. If your competitors
are dealing in pounds. yen,
or deutschemarks, you may
have to as well

"This is at place where
y01l.l need 10 get your bank's
foreign exchange division
invol ved," says Gravenhorst,
"You h:we to be aware that,
yes, there are currency risks,
and if you're selling in cur-
rencies other than yeur own,
you can't be dumb. You have
to be aware tbatthey do flue-

"This is another place to
ask. questions of your bank,
Sit down and talk to the
people rn your bank's for-
eign exchange department.
They can gi ve you their feel-
ings about what these other
currenc ies are go ing to do in
the future. They won't be
right 100% of the time, but
they do provide a another
resource for you, another
piece of input."

EXIMBANK & FCIA
Letters of credit are not

the only way to strengthen
your financial hand when
exporting. Two organiza-
tions which can provide you

lVIANAGEMENT MATTERS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:B,aniksdeal only in do'cuments.

If the documents are iin order, a
bank must p,ay out on a letter
of ,credit, regiardless, of any

diispute, between the'
buyer and saUe,r.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
tuate, and if you seU today at
one rate, and you actually
receive your money at at later
date, the amount could be
quite different.

"There are instruments
called forward options which
allow you to lock into a rate
of exchange. so 110 matter
what happens to the value of
the currency in six months,
you get your $25,000. But
you do need to work with
people who are well versed
in foreign exchange to ex-
plore these options.

44 GE.t.R TECHNOLOGV

with export credit insurance
are EXIMBANK and FCIA.

EXIMBANK is the Ex-
port/Import Bank of the
United State ,which is part
ofthe Treasury Department.
Its main function is to pro-
mote export. hs programs
are split up into two sections
- insurance and guarantee.

011 the insurance side,
EXWMBANK win insure
your export receivables,
Gravenhorst explains: "Say
most of your foreign com-
petitors are offering open

accountterms, but you don't
want to' have to take thauiJ(
because that means you have
foreiga receivables on your
books, Maybe your bank: is
doing receivable financing,
and they're not going to take
foreign receivables. So in
order to mitigate that for-
eign riskandto keep your
bank. happy, you get this ex-
port cred itin suranee. "

Thiscredit insurance
comes intwo kind -'com-
mercial and political. Un-
der commercial coverage,
if for any reason the buyer
fail to pay. you can collect
from the insurer .. Wi.th po-

customer wanted to u e
some of their work in pro-
cess as collateral for a line
of credit for the purpose of
export transactions, Be-
cause the work. in process
was for a foreign job, we
wouldn't allow that as eel-
lateral, but EXJMBANK
was willing to. So with the
EXIMBANK guarantee, we
could offera line of,credi,t 1.0

our customer."
Exporters should note

that while EXfMBANK is
interested in encouraging
exports, its loan guarantees
are by [1.0 means "free
money." The bank i al-

litical coverage, if the 1'0- ways looking forreasonable
Iitical situation in your
buyer's country makes it
impossible for him or her to
get money out to you, the
insurer pay .

FCIA is the Foreign
Credit Insurance Associa-
tion. At one time it was
affiliated with EXmM-
BANK. but is now an in-
dependent organization. It
provide the same kinds of
insurance and guarantee
programs as EXIMBANK,
bUI becau e it is 8. private
company, it can offer ar-
rangernents under condi-
tions where it might not be
politically expedient for a
government organization to
do so, say, in the area of
defense-related exports.

This kind of insurance
can cost anything from IO
cent to $1.50 per $100 ,of
invoice, depending on the
risks Involved,

EXIMBANK also pro-
vides loan guarantees for
companies involved in. ex-
porting. "For example," says
Gravenaorst, "one of our

assurance of repayment and
requires at least two or three
years effinancial operating
experience on the part of
the borrower.

Su,mmiDgUp
Getting your money

from a buyer ina foreign
country is never as simple as
collecting from one down the
street, but the complications
should not be a deterrent to
the seller sincerely iatere ted
inoverseas markets. Export-
ing is as busines strategy as
oldas commerce itselfand
the rules for success are just
as venerable.

As Gravenhorst say ,"Be
prepared, Do your home-
work. Ask questions, Any
bank or freight forwarder
wouM rather have you ask
questions early or while the
work is in proce . than to
wait until you've shipped the
goods. Then it's too late.
Ask as many people as you
can and get a good team be-
hind you. That's the wa:y to
do welL".



Did you know?
SU America, Inc.
8775 CapitalAvenue
Oak Park, MI 48237

SAMpUTENSILI

Manufactures the FULL LINE of Gear Cutting Tools ....

Multi-Gash Hobs

Shaving Cutters
Robs
Shaper Cutters
Rolling Dies
Chamfer Tools
Deburr 1bols
Regrinds:

Shaving Cutters
Hobs

and MACHINERY!
Fax: (313) 548-4443 Phone: (313) 548-7177

neomel see usa,t AGMA IG,ear IExpo, '93, Booth #515."
CIRCiL.'E A·20' en READER RIEPL Y CARID



SERVICE

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SIERVICES

• Cost etf,ective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear manufacturers are our only
customers

• iPrototy-pe and production 'quanliities
• Capacity to 21.5" P.O., 3.5 O. P.
• Abi'a'to match delivery to your

requirements
• Alii service' to AGM'A. standards with

Certified Gaalr Inspection Equipment

PIRO-GEAR eOMPANY, INC.
23 Dick.Road Depew, NY 14043

Phone, (716) 684·3811
Fax (716) 1684-7717

CIRCLE A,·24 on READER REPLV 'CARD

FELLOWS GEAR MEASURING
REMANUFACTURING SPECIALIST

IINVOLUTE - LEAD - INDEX - 'C'OMP,OSlrrE !

EXPERT PRECISION REBUILDING,
N!ewDesign Updates

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

COMPIEfIE fIE;LD':S'~RVltE
CSllibration and Certification Contracts

IRecorder Updates, and Retr.ofits
Major Fieldl Repairs
Parts and Supplies

C£ar O:Jrp::site Cl:nplter'
Avallitlle with FEbJi.1d::;
It4flR, Gm" CbJp:6.it:e ~.,

Profile IEngineering, lne.
100 Rive r Street
Springfield, vr 05156
(802) 885-9176
Fax (8021885·3745

CIRCLIE A·,25 on REA'DER REP,L.1fCARD
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REPS WANTED

REP,S WANTE'D
SALES REPRiESIENTATIVES OiR

AGENTS WANTED
We are' looklngfor enthusiesttc people
with spiral bevel ge.ar experience.

Please apply in writing with:
• CV/Resume if individual
'I brochures and relevant info if 'company,
to:

P.O. BDM. 12D
SF·33.D.--
TAMPERE
Finland
Mr. V·M Kosmaa
Sales ManagerGEARS

OUA CONTACT IN USA
NORDIC INTERNATIONAL INC

Mr Thad N. Schott
130W Depot Stltle"!, Cleveland. Ohlfl441 16 USA

Tel: [216133'-223'. Fax: (2'6133'-2232

Our New, Modernized
Recorder Amplifi,ers

Improve Your Reliability

RiEPRESENTATIVE. WANTIED:
Larges1 manufacture:r of gear
hobs, shaper Icutters,sha.ving

cutters, and broaches in I

India is iinterested in seillingi I

in the U. S. market. Diireet
users er selilingilrepresenta-

tives can contact
MrS.S.H.P. Tools, Ud.,

10.•6fh Str,eet. Gopalapur,am.
Madras, 600 086.

Phone,:911-44~1I271123.
F,ax 911-44-8276965.

For Fellows and ]TW IIIUmn
Now we call replace your old

recorder amplifiers withthor-
oughly modernized new units
thai will perform more reliably
than Ihe OEM equipment. Why?
Slate-of-the-art electronics. OUf

new direct replacement units use
signal. conditioning integrated
circuits - the number of compo-
nem (and therefore the cost) i
greatly reduced. Our designer
also improved afety by adding
fused output to pen motor and
automatic thermal overload
protection. Order yours today.

PHONE 708 377-2496
FAX 708377-2546a Manufactured

Gear &. Gage,. Inc.
. P.O. Box 7155

Elgin, IL 60121

'CIRCLE A-26 on READER R:EPI.Y OARD

HELP WANTED
DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKETING: $85.0001 I
Bonus. CustomGear Design nd Repair. National Rep
and D'fCCI Sal es.
DESIGN ENGINEER: SSS.OOO.Cu 10m Gear Boxe s,
Au[oCAO
PLANT SUPER[NTE DENT: S50·s!Bonus. Super-
vise lOO-I!iO. Gear CUlling. I
Comacu Ann H,msud:er, E.eel Anociates. P.O.Box
520. Cerdova, TN 3BOl8 OfClII (9011757-9600 or
FAX (901) 754-2 96.

To advertise in
Gear Technology

ICalll (llD8t 431~6604"

Rates: Line classified - $37.50 per line. SliDes per inch. $300 minimum. Cia silled Di play - per inch (3" min.) IX - sno, JX-SI60"
,6X- $150. Type will be set 10 advertiser's layout or Gear Technology will set type at no extra charge.
Payment: Full payment must accompany classified, ads. Send check or Visa/Mastercard/American Express number and expiration date
to: Gear Technology, P. O. Box 1426. Elk Grove Village. fL, 60009. Agency Comml sion: .0 agency commission on classifieds,
Materials Deadllee: Ads must be received by the 25th of the month, two months prior to publication. Acceptance: Publi her reserves
the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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I-IEAT TREATING

IC'ontlour Induc:tion
Hardening :Speci.al:ists

Our gea.r hardening equipmenl
includ'es 4 filAreo submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
CNC-controlied 'gear scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meet any production need.
Write' lor a Irae brochure,

A_merica~ Metal Jreatin!l Company
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland,.OI1l 44103

1216) 431·4492
Fax: [216)'431-150B

C'O'I\;JPUTER AlD'S
------- -- - - - -- -

G,ealr
Plr,of'essor

:Software •.o Calculate,

• Index F.eed Gears for Non-Differential
• IDifferentiaJs·

• Pin Measurements

DOS based, IBM !PC Compatibl'e

Call CS!M Inc at (704) 684-388S1

P.O. Box 131B; Arden NC 28704

CIRCLIE A-30 on READER IREPLY CA_RD'

ICan IUS today to pla'ce'
your cl!assiliedl adl.

"Y'O'UR FREE
CATALO,G KNOCKE,ID

MY SOleK,S OFF"
We get that sort of comment all the time. People are im-
pressed that our free Consumer Information Catalog lists so

many free and low-cost government booklets. There are more
than 2.00 in all, containing a wealth of valuable information.

They tell you how to make money, how to ave money, and

how to inve t it wi ely ..They tell you about federal benefit ,

housing, and learning activitie for children, They fiU you in

on nutrition, health, jobs, and much, much more.

Our free Catalog will very likely impres .you too. But first

you have to get it. Just: end your name and addre to:

Consumer Information Center
Depa.rtment KO
Pueblo, Colorado
81009'

JULYIIIUQUST '1'8113 4J



No other company makes mure gear hobbers,
shapers and. shavers,llian .Mitsubishi. So lt's no
wonder no other gear hobber is uscompactJmd
8S, accurate as the new GC40CNCgear hobber;

Here are just four reasons, why:
• Using fimte analysis and kinematics of

machine components, MUsubism desigll
engineers, developed ,8 structure that is
extremelyrimd.,

• Inside, it's a big maemne with an optimized
hob head assembly design that mlmmizes
overhang and deflection-and .maximizes
cutting capabUity.

• A new Mitsubishi. servo system deUvers mgh
accuracy synchronization between hob and
table, USlDg feed forward technology.

• cuttino capacities have been increased by
boostinO x- and Y-axis f,eedrates, to lOm/mm
and. hob speed to 1,000 rpm.

To find.out other ,great.reasons, why t.his,new
CNCgear hobber-wilhfulb conversational
'CNCeontrols=ts the most producHve.machine
in its class lor for more information on the
fuU line, of Mltsubishi gear making IDachinesJ,
callwrtte or cirde the number below.

•-

,

'T-hi- .- - • MITBiUBIBHl1__IlS IS ••....._. _ IMACHINE TaaLS
MHII Machine Tool tJ,S.A.j.lnc.
907 W IrVing Park Road -ltasce, fL 60143-2023
Phone: (706) 660-4222· FAX: (708) 860-4233
CIRCUE A-SO oIlIRE.ADER R'EPL VCA.IR.D"Come see IUS at AGiMA IGear IEx:po.

IBaolb #201."



•"Come see us at
AGMA Gear Expo,

Booth #331."

Yet for all the
savings, it's a

Hofler, which means
it's more accurate,

more sophisticated,
andjust plain bener

than the competition.

Today is a good day
to fulflll your destiny.
Call1·BOO-8B8-1967,

ext. 42 for a free brochure
on the Zeiss Hofler ZP·250.



TOCCO PROFILE HARDENING (TPH) eliminates three of
a gear user's worst problems:

.' tooth breal<age
• pitting
• spallinQl

Gears processed by the TPH process exhibit in-
creased hardness ana strength at the pitch line with an
optimum strength gradient at the root fillet. These metallur-
gical properties are achieved; without excessive tip
temperature and without tooth form brittleness.

Don't confuse the TOCCO TPH process with con-
ventional dual frequency induction heating. The TPH
process merges three distinct induction heating tech-
niques: sequentially-programmed, audio low frequency
preheating, incremental induction hardening and
high intensity radio frequency finai'hardening. The
result is good austenitic/martensitic transformation
and beneficial residual compressive stress at the root
with elevated hardness and strength/depth at the
pitch line.

The TPH process accommodates a broad range
of metals, including' medium carbon steel, cast iron
and powder metals. You're not locked into expensive
alloy steels. The process is economical for batches of
one .or 1,000, and is used today by top automobile
and gear manufacturers.

Gear Profile Hardening is
an.other example .ofthe
"edge" TOCCO gives
y.oUin induction heating.
Our metallurgists will send
you a fresh report on TPH
techn.ol.og,y..AII you need
do is ask.

THE
INDUCTION
EDGE

I

~

30100 Stephenson Hwy.
Madison Heights, MI48071
TEL: (313) 399·8601
FAX: (313) 399·8603
CIRCLE A-3 on IREADER REPLY 'CA'RO


